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PRE FA C E.

As the following pages contain merely the snbstance of
two Lectures delivered by the Author before the Royal
Agricultural Society on the 17th and 24th :May in the
present year, it might perhaps be thought that no prefatory
observations were called for. He, however, owes it to his
readers to explain as briefly as possible the circumstances
that have led to their being given publicity to.

In his official capacity as Veterinary Inspector to the
Society, he was requested by "the Council to offer some
remarks 011 the structure and development of the Teeth,
and the changes that take place in those organs by which
the different ages of the Ox, Sheep, and Pig are indicated.
The subject was not new to him, and long-continued and
repeated observations had convinced him that the opinions
advauced by veterinary writers, both of this couuh'y aud
France, were often incorrect. This, added to the im
portance of the question in the present day to agriculturists,
made him doubly solicitous that the views he was thus
about to promulgate should be founded on data both suffi
ciently numerous and correct.

Exceptions will doubtless now and then be met with to
the rnles he ventured to lay down, arising from peculiar
conditional circumstances under which the animals may
have been placed; but these, he believes, will be found to
be only few, and as such they will serve to make the laws
general one.

Above 2000 animals had been examined by him, whose
ages were correctly known.
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PREPACK

At the monthly Meeting of the Couucil of the Society
following the delivcry of these Lectures,

Mr. Fisher Hobbs moved :-
"That, on account of the immediate practical importance of the two

Lectures recently delivered before the Society by Prof. Simonds, on
the age of animals as shown by their teeth, these Lectnres be at once
prepared for publication in the second part of the Journal for this
year: but as that number will not be due till the 1st of January next,
that Prof. Simonds be allowed to print off from tbe type and wood
cuts as many copies as he may require for the purpose of publishing
the Lectures in the form of pamphlet, at a cheap rate, in time for
purchase by the public at the Lincoln :i\'Ieeting."

This being unanimously carried, the author's duty became
an immediate compliance with the request thus handsomely
made, although, from the lectures being extemporary, the
time allowed him for their preparatiou for the press was
extremely short. On this account he ventures to appeal to
the kind consideration of his readers for auy inaccuracies
that may exist in the publicatiou.

Nor must hc, in conclusion, neglect to expres his obli
gations to Mr. Searson and Mr. Utting for the superior
manner in which the illustrations have beeu executed by
them, and the earnestness with which they laboured so
as to complete thfilir work within the given time. To
Mr. Topping his best thauks are also due for the prornpt
ness with which ~c prepared the really beautiful micro
scopic objects from which several of the illustrations have
been taken. Some of these will be found to be uew, and
being so, the Author has been compelled to differ ii'om the
statements made by anatomists as to the manner iu which
certain parts of the teeth are formed. In this, however, as
well as in other particulars wherein his views may uot
accord with those .of hitherto received authorities, he trusts
it will be found that he has not erred in the conclusious he
has arrived at.

Royal VeterinaNj Gollege, July 1st, 1854.
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THE

DEVELOPMENT OF THE TEETH.

IN directing the reader's attention to "the formation and struc
ture of the teeth, and the means which they afford in the pro
gress of their development of ascertaining the age of the Ox,
Sheep, and' Pig," I may first observe that the teeth belong to the
system of.organs termed the digestive.

This system is an essential part of the organism of every
animal, no matter how low may be the position assignee] to it
in the scale of animated nature. It is through the digestive
organs that materials altogether extern to an animal, but contain
ilig the elements n~cessary for its support, are made to contr.ibute
to the maintenance of its life. Hence we have an explanation of
the fact, that a digestive system, more or less complex, exists
where we can detect no trace of the organs of either respira
tion, circulation, or even sensation. Endowed with that myste
rious principle, life, the impress of the great CREATOR, the
monad and the man alike require sustenance for its continuance.
Mere animal life is a common property bestowed equally on all
creatures, and therefore dependent on the same laws for its
existence.

The invisible world of wonders revealed by the microscope
discloses hnndreds of creatures, of varions forms, in a few drops
of water, going hit.her and t.hither in search of their food. Some

i of these INFUSORIA, as they are call cd, from the n\lmerous globular
cells within them supposed to perform the office of digestion,
havc been named POLYGASTRTCA (many stomachs). Others, of
the class, have not only stomachs for the digestion, bnt organs
similar to the gizzard of the bird for the reduclion, of their food,
while many of them are furnished with a distinct dental apparatus
for the like purpose. 'Ve may select as examples of the latter
the ROTIFERA, those creatures, the peculiar movements of whose
cilia in the collection of their food ·have obtained for them the
common name of the wlleel animalcules.



We may ascend the scale to a far greater height, and still find
creatures without respirat.ory or circulatory organs. Take as an
illustration t.he ENTOZoA-those parasitic creatures that live within
the houies of other animals. Select from among these the liver
finke, the well-known entozoon which abounds in the gall-uucts
of sheep afTecteu with the rot, and hcre wc have, as a type of the
class, a creaturc wbose systems of digestion and generation are
perfect, without any traces of those of respiration and circulation.
Self-support seems in tbe entozoa to he only sccondary; the
great end of their existence appears to he the extension of their
species. They live for this.. Their own sustenance, anu the per
fection of their ova, are alike derived from the elements taken
in throngh their digestive organs. Hence the entire creature
seems to he but a generative and a digestive system mingled
together, and confined within a certain boundary by an external
skin, which gives form and out.line to its body. To come to
animals still higher in the scale, did the occasion require, it
could be shown how system after system of organs is superadded
to those alluded to, until at last we arrive at the VERTEBRATA,
where all are perfected.

Teeth, or the organs for the bruising and comminution of the
food, will be found to occupy different situations among vertebrate
animals. One rule, however, ohtains throughout, namely, that in
these creatures they are always placed anterior to the true digestive
organ, the stomaeb. In the INVERT';BRATA, on the contrary, we have
many examples of teeth being situated within the stomach. The
most familiar of tbese are the crab and the lobster. The" lady of
the lobster" is the true dental apparatus of this creature. The
food, ou being swallowed, is carried at once to the stomach to be
subjecteu simultaneously to the action of these gastric teeth and
of the digestive fluid. Here it is bruised, grounu, and finely
divided, that it may at the same time be the more easily digested.

In birds we have a provision, somewhat analogous to these
gastric teeth of the CRUSTACEA, in the uevelopment of a
peculiar organ, termed the gizzard. In birds there are no
teeth properly so considered, although the beaks of many serve
a similar office. The camivorous birds, which tear their food,
and the granivorous, as the parrot, which bruise the seeds of
plants, offer us some of the hest illustrations of this fact. In the
grain feeding birds the gizzard reaches its highest development.
In soma of these the bills are serrated, and in the mixed feeders

8 TEETH OF INVERTEBRATA.



DIGESTIVE ORGANS OF nIRDS. 9

often laminated, but still III neither can it be said that true

teeth are present.
The gizzard of the bird is beautifully adapted to the office it

has to perform. It is a hollow cavity,. the walls of which are
composed of two powerful but short muscles, with smallcr oues
superadded. These muscles are remarkably thick in proportion
to their length, and with their tendons are so arranged as to
give a grinding or partial rotatory motion to the whole organ.
The inner surface of the gi7.Zard is lined ,with a very .dense
cuticular membmne, which is thrown into ridges, the better to
act mechanically upon the food.

In addition to this arrangemcnt the bird is led instinctively to
. swallow numerous small pebbles to further assist in the reduc
tion of its aliment. If depriveel of these earthy matters, as is
well known, the health of the creature will soon suffer, because it
cannot extract the same amouut of nutriment from its food. It
would appear that there is even a greatcr exercise of the instinc
tive faculty in the selection of these earthy materials than
we might at first suppose. Dr. Crisp, who has clissected nume
rous birds at the Zoological Gardens, informs me that he bas
very frequently found one pehble much larger than the others,

.forming a kind of fulcrum for the smaller to move upon, and
thus greatly increasing the mechanical or grinding power of the
gizzard.

The food wbich is swallowcd by the bird first entcrs .the crop,
where it is retained a short time to be softened by the secretions
of this organ. From this receptacle it goes to the gizzard,
passing through the proventriculus, a short canal which connects
the two cavi-ties together, and where the true digestive fluid,
gastric juice, is produced. "Yithin the gizzard tbe food is ground
down and .mixed at the same time witb the gastric juice which
enters tbe organ from the proventriculus above. Afre" being
sufficiently digested and comminnted, it· passes onwards into
the intestinal canal.

Such, in a few words, is an explanation of the di"'estive
. 0

process as we find it in the bird. The gizzard has sometimes
been compared to a mill', and the crop to the hopper from which
it receives the supply. .

It is evident from the preceding ren;larks that the teeth belong
to the membrane lining the digestive canal rather than to the
sJeeleton or hony parts of the frame. To further elucidate this

I
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part of my subject, however, I will null a few observations, of a
very aeneral nature on the teeth of fishes. I n this tribe we findo ,
for the most part that the teeth are located either upon the mem-
Jnane of the mouth or at the commencement of the gullet. They
are produced by the rnem brane, and are not, as in mammals, im
planted hy roots or fangs into distinct soekets in the jaws. VVhen
attached to the bones beneath the membrane, which they are
sometimes found to hc, they arc so by distinct ossification of
their expanded bases. Occasionally these tecth are few in num
ber, but often they are so numerous as to thickly stud the greater
part of the surface of the moutb. As in the mammalian class,
the teeth of fishes prcsent many vm'ieties of form, eacb being
suited to tbe kind of food on which these creatures li,·e. In
most fishes the teeth am shed and renewed several times
during life. In this respect fishes differ greatly from mammals,
as in them there are but two sets, the tempomry and the perma
nent. If tom away, fresh teeth soon arise from the membrane
of the mouth of the fish.

Their formation may he thus briefly described:
Projections or papilLm spring from the membrane, they become

very vascular, increase in size, secrete a layer of osseous matter
upon their free surfaces, and arc thus converted illto true teet.h.

Tbis plan is only slightly modified ill the formation of t.he teeth
of mammals. These are likewise produced from papillre which
arise from the lnucous lnembmnc, and hayc at first no connexion
with the hones. The several stages of their development will
hereafter he entered upon. It is sufficient therefore merely to
allude to the fact';n this place, in order to show the close identity
of the two processes.

lYIany other illustrations in various animals, showing that. tbe
teeth belong to the mucous menlbrane as an internal skin, and not
to tbe skeleton, or bony parts of tbe frame, might be given. Such,
however, arc not now required. It must, nC\Tcrthc]ess, be stateu in
explanation tbat the membrane which lines the digestive and the
other canals of the body is buta modified form of tbe external skin.
Vascular and sensitive papillre are developed on both, and these
are protected in either situation by a dense and insensible epider
moid or cuticular co,·ering. The sides of the mouth of the ox and
sheep a/ford striking examples of papillre growing from a mucOus
membrane. Long coni al shaped papillre thickly beset these
parts, fln<1 also the tongue of the ox; badng here <.l covering so
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dense as to approach tbe cbaracter of soft horn. On the tongues
of tbe feline tribe the papill", have true horny sheaths. In the
mouths of fishes they have bony, or modified bony coverings,
becoming tbereby, as before explained, the teeth of these crea
tures. These gradations are few and easily understood.

Thus we see that teetb, wbethel' situated in the stomach, as
in the crustacea; in the gullet, as in fishes; or in bony sockets,
as in the jaws of the higher ordcr of auimals, are essentially tbe
same in belonging to the membranous parts of the body. The
practical bearing of these prefatory observations will bc rcn
dered e.-ident when the succession of the first and second sets of
the teeth of the ox, &c., is explained.

I now pass on to make some general rcmarks upon the three
kinds of teeth of the ~Iammalian class, namely-incisors, tushes,
and molars.

The names given by anatomists to the teeth are uetermined
more by their situation and function than b)' their size or form.
These names are therefore equally applicahle to the first or
deciduous, as to the second or permanent set. Several of the
illustrations gi\'en in these pages will show these different kinds
of teeth and likewise their relative positions. \Ve may sclect
fig. 56, page 115, as an example.

The teeth designated incisors are always placed in the front
part of the mouth. Theu' situation here admirably adapts them
for seizing the food. ] 11 the domestic hCl'bivora, as our most
familiar examples of the great family of the gTamulimra, we see
that each animal, more or less, employs tbe incisors to lay bold of
tbe berhage and to separate it from the roots by a elipping mo
tion of tbe jaws.

The lips and tongue, as well as the incisor teeth, are used for
this purpose, and consequently to a greater or less extent they are
organs of prehension.

The horse, when grazing, grasps the herbage with the lips,
and thus conducts it betwcen the incisors, which he now cmploys
for the purpose of both holding and detacbing it from the
roots-the latter action hein~ assisted by a peculiar twitch
of the head. The sheep gathers his food in a similar man
ner. This animal is enabled however to bring bis cutting
teeth much ncarer to the roots of the plants in consequence of
a partial cleavage of the upper lip. Hence the adage, that the
" sheep will fallen where the ox will stan'e." The upper lip of



the sheep, from its peculiar formation, is likewise endowed with
considerable mobility, although to a far less extent than that of
the horse. It is thin compared with many other animals, and
protected from injury to some extent by a covering of hair, exist
ing ev.erywhere except at the place of its cleavage. Like the ox,
also, a large amount of fluid is poured from its glandular follicles
which thickly beset the hairless parts; and thus, by the moisture
with which it is bedewed, it is further guarded.from injury.

Tbe ox chiefly uses his tongue in the collection of his food. In
him the upper lip is thick and bairless, and has a very limited
action. 1\10st ruminants possess a great freedom of movement of
the tongue: this is well seen while the ox is grazing on luxuriant
herbage. The organ, being J;'rotruded from the mouth, is so directed
as to encircle a small bundle of grass, which it conducts between
the incisor teeth and the dental pad. Here it is cut asunder by the
action of the incisor teeth, assisted, as in other animals, with a
twitching movement of the head. These several actions of the lips,
tongue, and teeth, in taking hold of the food and conveying it into
the mouth, are variously modified, being, as we ha"e seen, even
morc marked in some of our domesticated animals than in others.

The incisor teeth, although always placed in the front of
the mouth, are differently arranged in different animals. In the
horse and also in the pig these teeth are twelve in number-six
being placed in the upper and sL'< in the lower jaw, so that in the
act of biting, their faces or wearing .surfaces oppose each. other.
In the ox and sheep, on the contrary, the incisors, which are eight
in each of these animals, are all placed in the lower jaw. They are
opposed hy a dense yet somewhat elastic cushion attached to the
upper jaw, which has been named the dental pad (see D. P., fig. 35,
page 84). Tbe power of resisting the pressure of the incisors is given
to tbe pad from its being chiefly composed of white fibrous tissue:
mingled, however, with this is some yellow or elastic tissue, which
gives to it that small amount of yielding, to the force employed,
which it possesses. Upon tbe surface of these structures a capil
lary network of blood-vessels is laid for the purpose of forming
that dense cuticular membrane which is observed to cover the pad
in common with the whole of the inner surface of the mouth.
This membrane, wbile it protects the sensible parts within, by
resisting, like the cuticle of the true skin, the effects of attrition
from witbout, gives increased firmness to the dental pad.

The existencc of this elastic cushion in the place of the upper

12 COLLECTION OF THE FOOD.
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teeth is rendered the more necessary in ruminating animals from
the peculiar form of thcir incisors. In common language these teeth
may bc said to be chisel-shapcd in the ox and sheep, especially
when first protruding from the gum (see fig. 1, page 21). Besides
havinO' broad crowns whicb are flattened from before to behind,o
tapering to a sharp cutting cdge above (fig. 1, A), the incisors of
these animals haye also rounded and comparatiyely small fangs for
their size (fig. 1, c). Their fangs are likewise rather loosely
implanted in their ICspective sockets, so that a degree of mobility
exists between each tooth and its socket. These peculiari ties
consequently require a modification of the structures which oppose
the incisors in their action. If, as in the horse, they were met
with an equal numher of teeth firmly attached to the jaw hy
their fallO's, tben it is evident that they would he exposed to dis-o ,
placement and early removal from their sockets. In grasping the
herbage and detaching it from its roots, the ox can employ just
that amount of compression which is ueeded, and this with per
fect safety to the teeth, as both they and the pad yield slightly to
the force imparted.

Other peculiarities of these incisors, atid the changes wbich
they nndergo at different periods of an animal's life, will be
explained hereafter when the subject of dentition is considered.
I t may be here added, however, that the incisors are the same in
num bel', whether we regard tbe temporary, or milk set as it is
sometimes called, or tbe pei'manent whieb succeed tbem.

Connected with tbe collection of tbe food we also see further
evid~nceof design in the arrangement of the parts which arc more
or less employed in the act. Varions plants arc known not only
to differ with reference to the qnantity of their nut.rient matters,
hut to possess properties which are prejudicial to animal life.
Such plants as th~e are, as a rule, instinctively avoided. In the
springing up, howeyer, of these noxious plants with a lu..,m-iant
herbage, an animal caunot always a.void receiving them with the
morsel. Essentially it is the office of the sense of taste to cause
the ejection of such matters from the month, tbat they may not
enter the system and exert tbeir baneful inflnenees.

Substances, however, vary considerably in the impressious
tbey produce on the -sense of taste, some being nearly insipid,
although prejudicial to tbe animal economy. The sense of taste is
intimately connected with tbatof touch and no less so with that of
smell. Dr. Carpenter, writing of the sense of smell, ohseryes,
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that "a considerable part of the impression produced by many
substances taken into the mouth, is received through the sense of
smell rather than through that of taste. Of this any ~ne may
easily satisfy himself, by closing the nostrils and breathing
through the mouth only, whilst holding in his mouth, or even
rubbing between his tongue and his palate, some aromatic sub
stance; its taste is then scarcely l'Ccognised, although it is imme
diately perceived when the nasal passages are re-opened, and its
effluvia arc drawn into them. There are many substances, how
ever, which have no aromatic or volatile character, and whose
taste, though not in the least dependent upon the action of the
nose, is nevertheless of a powerful character. Some of these pro
duce, by irritating the mucous membrane, a sense of pungency,
allied to that which the same substances (mustard, for instance)
will produce when applied to the skin for a sufficient lengtb of
time, especially if the epidermis have been removed. Such
sensations, therefore, are evidently of the same !dnd with those of
touch, differing from them only in the degree of sensibility of the
organ through which they are received. But there are others
which produce sensations entirely different from any that can be
received through the skin, and which are properly distinguished,
therefore, as gustative; such are common salt, which may be
considered as a type of the saline taste; sugar, the type of the
saccharine; quinine, of the bitter; tannin, of the astringent; and
citric acid, of the sour. All such substances, therefore, are said
to possess sapid properties, exciting distinctive tastes, quite irre
spectivelyof any aromatic or odoriferous properties which they may
also possess, as well as of their stimulating action on the skin.'"

It is evident that while plants are being compressed hetween
the teeth and the dental pad- of a ruminant, their odoriferous as
well as their other properties, affecting either touch or taste,
would be most likely to be recognised. If insipid, the poisonous
plant might be swallowed. Such plants, however, are not
wanting both in smell and taste. To provide therefore for their
odoriferous particles reacbing the seat of smell, is one of the
offices, at least, of certain ducts which we find forming a commu
nication between the mouth and the nostrils of the ox, and sheep
as well as in some other animals. These ducts, which are two in
number, have been called' the Stenonian, after Steno their dis
coverer. They pass from the mouth into the nostrils, one on

•
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either side of the median line of the palate, having between
their oral openings a peculiar shaped elevation of the mucous
membrane. The form and also the size of this body are found to
vary in our domesticated animals. In the ox it is lozenge-shaped,
but in the sheep it has a triangular form the base of which may be
said to rest upon the dental pad, and its apex to extend backwards
towards the soft palate.

Thus we see tho.t the Stenonian ducts open very contiguous to
the bearino- of the incisor teeth upon the dental pad, thereby effec-

0.

tually securing the passage of such odours into the nostrils as be-
long to the several plants on which the animal may be feeding.
I am not aware that any anatomist has described similar openings
as existing in the pig; there arc, bowever, cOlnmunications equally
as direct between the mouth and nostrils in the pig as in the ox
and sh~ep. The ducts of Steno arc connected with cul de sacs,
called sometimes Jacobson's organs; but these it is not now
necessary for me to describe.

How ,much of the care in the selection of his food by the pig
may depend upon the existence of this connexion between the
organs of taste and smell cannot be ascertained. The pig is
doubtless a filthy feeder, but that he is less so than is generally
supposed will be apParent from the following quotation from
Vouatt's "Vork on the Pig :-"Roots and fruits arc the natural
food of the hog, in a wild as well as in a domesticated state; and
it is evident that, however omnivorous this animal may occasion
ally appear, its palate is by no means insensible to the difference
of eatables, for whenever it finds variety it will be found to select
the best with as much cleverness 'as other quadrupeds." "In the
peach-tree orchards of North America," says Pennant, "where
hogs have plenty of delicious food, they have been observed to
neglect the fruit that" has lain a few hours upon the ground, and
patiently wait a considerable time a fresh windfall."

" Accorcling to Linnreus, the hog is more nice in the selection
of his vegetable diet than any of our other domesticated animals.
They are gifted with an exquisite sense of smell as well as touch,
residing in the snout, and this enables them to discover roots,
(,corns, earth-nuts, or other delicacies suitable to their palates,
which may be buried in the ground. In some parts of Italy
swine are employed in hunting for truffles that grow some inches
below the surface of the soil, and form those pickles and sauces
so highly esteemed by epicures, A pig is driven into a field and
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there suffered to pursue his own course. Wherever he stops and
begins to root with bis nose, truffics will'invariably be found.""

With these remarks on the uses of the incisors in the col
lection of the food, I pass to the tushes,

The teeth called the tushes occupy a position immediately
behind the incisors and in front of the molars. More or less
space exists between the incisors and the tushes, as also between
them and tbe molars. This interruption to the regular order of
the series may be taken as t. ebaracteristic of the inferior animals.
In man the row is continuous, besides which the canine teeth are
so reduced in size as not to stand above the level of the others.
In the order Quadrumana, wbich approach nearer in the general
development of their organs to man than any other creatures, these
canine teeth are largely developed and rise considerably above the
incisors and molars. This is even tbe case with the adult Chim
panzee, an animal standing at the head of the Qu,/-drumana.

The tushes are always large in the flesh-feeding animals, and
are evidently here used for lacerating and tearing the prey.
Upon the whole, however, these teeth serve but little in either
the collection or reduction of the food, and consequently we must
regard them chiefly as weapons of offence and defence. As in
some creatures they are developed to a greater extent than
in others, so, as we should expect, seeing 'the infinity of both
the number and variety of the mammalian order of animals,
many are entirely destitute of these teeth. This is the case with
the ox and sheep, and with ruminating animals as a family o,r
tribe. There are however some notable exceptions ·to this rule.
One of these we find in the camel, an animal whose usefnlness to
man has won for him the title of "tbe Ship of the Desert."

In tbis creature,.the skull of which is now before me, we find in
front of the lower jaw eight teeth standing tolerably close to each
other. Six of these have wide, spreading crowns and contracted
fangs, which give to tbem a character not very unlike that of the
incisors of the Ox and other ruminants. T",,;>, however, the most
posterior placed of the series, and which are removed a short dis
tance from the others, agree in shape with the tushes of the horse.
According to the definition of modern anatomists these teeth are
tme tushes. This arrangement giees the camel but six instead
of eight incisors in the lower jaw, the typical number of .the
order Ruminantia. If we look to the anterior patt of the upper

..., The Pig, p. 2,4.
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.. Cly~lopred~a of Anatomy and Physiology, vol. iv., p. 903.
t Ammol Kmgdom, vol. iv., p. 65. .
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* Fig. 56, page 115, gives a representation of the tushes of a boar of full size.
t It lS necessary to state that these remarks apply especially to the tushes of the

lower jaw.

Although these things will come more especially hefore us when
the dentition of the pig is entered upon, it may be here added,
that few causes bave more influence over the dimension of this
tooth than sex. Compare the tush of a sow with that of a boar
when it has "eached its full extent in both animals, and it will be
seen tbat in the sow the tooth is but a miniature portrait of the
other.- As would be supposed from this, it is in entire animals
that we meet with the largest tushes. Castration limits the size
of these teeth, and prevents their being developed to the same
extent tbey otherwise would be. This operation brings the tooth
of the male pig to a size more corresponding with that of the
perfect female.

The fUTther influence of sex upon this tooth is sbown by
the fact tbat the males alone in some classes possess it. "Ve
may take tbe horse as an example. Persons, who profess to

a great deal of horse knowledge, will often tell you that tbey
can distinguish the sex of this animal by going to the head in the
dark. This judgment is drawn from the existence or otherwise
of the tush. Tbey are not, however, absolutely correct in saying
that the marc is without this tooth; as a mle she wants it, but
there are numerous exceptions. "Vhen }1l'esent the tooth is always
small in the marc. It is in the horse also that we meet with
another exception with regard to the tushcs as applying to
animals in general, namely, that they are not preceded by
deciduous teeth. These teeth appear above the gums, usually
between the fourth and fifth years of the horse's age, and should
they fall by accident or otherwise, they are not renewed.

The part of the tush which protmdes above the gum is more
or less cone-shaped in all animals. Sometimes it terminates in
a tolerably sharp point; at others its apex is rounded; this is
more particular!}' the case with the upper tush of the pig. The
embedded portion frequently is but a counterpart of the pro
truding as to form, and consequently when the tooth is fully
developed, its larg-est part 'is' that whicb is embraced by the
gum.

In the pig and his congeners, the greater pO.l'tion of the tush
which is implanted in the jaw is but a continuation of the base
of the cone.t The deeper or further the tooth extends, until its

18 DESCRIPTION OF TUSmS.
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final iength is nearly acquired, the larger does it he~ome. Whcn
its dimensions, however, have heen fully reacheu, we have then a
slight uiminution of the enu of the fang, approaching again thc
conical form. Tl,e height of the protrnuing part will oft.en give
hut a very impcrfect idca of the entire length of the tush. In a
specimen now before me, from a pig of ten months of age, the
tooth measures more than three inches and a half long, while the
portion which had penetrateu the gum is less than half an inch
in length. This explains how it is that the tush in time so far
exceeds the other teeth in the height it attains. It is also to be
remembered that, long after the period of the animal's life which
has been named, the tush continues to grow, from its persistent
dentinal pulp. To prodde for this increasing lengtb, the tooth.
is curved so as to form the segment of a circle, baving its em
bedued part lying below the fang,. of the anterior molal' teetb,
and occupying thereby far less space in the jaw than otherwise it
would do.

I pass to a general descri ption of the molal' teeth.
Tbe molars, 01', as tbey are commonly called, the grinders, are

placed at the back part of tbe mouth. In the ox and sheep, the
permanent molars, when completed, are twenty-four in number,
as in most animals. They are arranged in sets of si." on either
side of tbe upper and lower jaws, as seen in fig. 35, page 84.*
The temporary molars, on the contrary, are only twelve; theyoc
copy a like situation, and give place in due time to an cqual num
ber of permanent, twelve others being addeu to complete the set.

Occasionally, in all animals, supernumerary molilrs are pn,sent.
These are 0.1 ways placed, one on either side, in f"ont of their re
spective rows, and are very small in size compared with t~le

other teeth. So frequently do these ild(litional teeth exist in both
jaws of the pig, that we are in the habit of speakinoo of this ani-
mal as having twenty-eight molars. b

Tbe molar teeth of the ox, sheep, and pig increase in bulk from
b~f~re. ba.ckwards, whi~e, o~ the co~tr~ry, in the horse they
dllUllllSh In the sa~e directlOn. ThIS IS especially seen in the
molars of the lower Jaw. The last permanent molar in the lower
Jaw of both tbe ox and sheep differs from the others in havinoo
three lobes or princi pal parts united together in the place of tw:'

." This figure is referred to simply to show the relative position of the molar
teeth. It represents the skull of :\ three months old lamb and as such b t f, .
molars are Sef'D above and below. " II Dill
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These peculiarities will be fully described hereafter. In the
upper jaw this difference is not observed, the tooth varyiug not
essent.ially in its form from those that stand before it. In the
pig, the last molar teeth iu both jaws are similarly formed, being
trilobular, and far exceeding in size any of the others.

The office of the molar teeth is that of reducing the food
to a pulpy mass by grinding it between their faces. It is this
process which is called mastication. The aliment, being received
into the mouth, is conducted, by the movements of the tongue,
upon the molar teeth, and while being ground down, it is
mixed with the saliva and other fluids found in the mouth: in
other words, it is both masticated and insalivated, each of these
processes being of the first importance to healthy digestion and
consequently to the well-being of the animal. It is, however,
only in the vegetable feeders, the herhivora, that we see the per
fection of the grinding movement. In the omnivora the action
is very limited, while in the carnivora it does not exist at all,
the molar teeth being in this class used simply for crushing.

The different effects of the molars upon the food in different
animals mainly depend upon the manner in which the lower jaw
is united to the upper. The joint forming the union is modified
in the herbivora so as to allow of a lateral movement of this jaw.
It is a less perfect and less restricted hinge joint than in the flesh
feeding class.

Among vegetable feeders the movements are also varied. We
sec this in comparing the ox with the horse. In the ox, the mouth
being slightly opened, the lower jaw is first moved to one side, next
elevated so as to approximate the faces of the upper and lower row
of molars, and then carried in the 0F-1'osite direction, bruising the
food between them. Should this action, which depends on the will
of the animal, be so commenced as to carry the jaw from rjght to
left, it will be thus continued, or vice versa. In the horse, on the
contrary, the jaws are not separated from each other to the extent
they are in the ox, and the food is ground down by an al ternate
movement of the lower jaw from side to side.

To secure an irregnlar surface upon the face of the molars,
which is necessary for the complete grinding of the food of
herbivorous animals, we find that the three constituents of a
tooth, enamel, dentine, and crusta, arc so mTanged as to enter
into the interior of the organ amI to be all exposed to wear at the
same time. These constituents differ, as hereafter will he shown,

I.
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in the amount of their relative hardness, and therefore in their
power to resist attrition. Hence we see that a simple, but never
theless an effectual, provision is made by which the roughened
surface becomes persistent. Such teeth arc called compound, to
distinguish them from those designated simple teeth, which have
their external surfaces only covered with enamel. In the car
nivorous animal, as the dog, and in tl{e omnivorous, as the pig,
we find simple teeth; but in herbivorous, as the ox, compound
teeth, in so far as the molars are concerned.

The most familiar example we can give of a simple tooth is an
incisor of the ox or sheep. The molar teeth of the pig might,
perhaps, from their size and irregular wearing surfaces, be thought
to be compound; they are, however, of the same description as
the incisors and tushes of this animal. I refrain from adding to
these remarks respecting the· two elasses of tceth in this place,
as the peculiarities of each, in so fal' as they have· a practical
bearing on the subject of dentition, will be hereafter explained.

To proceed. Not only are the teeth classed as incisors,
tushes, and molars, hut each tooth of itself is divided into differ
ent parts. The annexed engraving, fig. 1, gives a view of a
perfectly-formed pcrmancnt in£isor of an ox, removed from the
jaw just as it was about to be cut. The" chisel form" of the
tooth, :lS a whole, is very apparent.

The several parts into which a tooth IS divided are its
crown, neck, and fan.g. These arc well
seen in the example before us. The
crown is the broad or expanded por
tion above, marked A. It is that part
which is exposed to wear. ~ Sometimes
it is called the body of the- tooth, from
its constituting, in' many animals, the
main bulk of the organ. It will be ob
served tbat tbe crown gets thicker and
narrower as we approach the neck-a
circumstance which explains the altera
tion in the shape and size of aworn in
cisor of the ox, when compared with one
recently cut. The neck is the contracted part marked D. It is

• Fig. 1. .A perfectly developed permanent incisor of an ox. A, t.he crown ,.
n, neck j c, fang. Natural size.
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the point of junction between the crown ani! the fang. In no
teeth that I am familiar with is the neck so well marked as in
the incisors of the ox.

Usually, when a tooth is fully up, the gum is saii! to embrace
its neck, and thus to assist in keeping it in its place. In the pro
gress of a tooth rising from its socket, the gum, however, will
encircle different portions of it. Thus, in the case before us,
when the tooth is first cut, the gum embraces the crown; when
further advanced, it surrounds the neck; still further, and we find
it arouni! the upper part of the fang.

The lower portion of a tooth, as has just been e~plained, is
called its fang; marked c in the figure. I t is that part which is
implanted in the socket (alveolus), and by which the tooth is
mainly held in its situation. The fangs of teeth vary consider
ably. Sometimes they are single, at others double, and not un
frequently trehle. We see these varied forms chiefly in the molar
teeth. The incisors and the tushes have single fangs as a rule;
occasionally we find, however, that the fangs of a tush are bifid,
as in the upper one of the pig.

The firmness of the union between a tooth and its socket is
mueh influenced by the form and as well as the number of its
fangs. The incisors of the ox are so loosely imbedded, that, as
has been before stated, a degree of motion can always be detected
between the tooth and its socket, and the same thing is observed
in the sheep. This looseness increases with inereasing age from
the circumstance that tbe tooth is less deeply imhedded than
before, and also that the lower part of the fang is rounder than
the upper. This is not the case with the I'ig, the fangs of the
incisors being both square in form, and deeply inserted in the
jaws. The implantation of a tooth in its socket, being similar to
that of a nail in a piece of wood, has been called a union by gom
pIlOsis (from 70140', a uail).

It should be observed that the terms used in dividing a tooth
into its crown, neck, and fang, are to a considerable extent arbi
trary, as well as the statement of the crown being above or with
out the socket and the fang within it. Three-fourths of the hody
of a molar tooth of the horse, ox, and sheep are often imhedded
in the socket. Some of these molar teeth are all bu t fangless,
although perhaps they may be from one to two inches long, e'-en
in an animal as small as the sheep. This great length is in fact
produced by their body, and such teeth cannot strictly speaking
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CONSTlTUENTS OF TEETH,

be said to have any neck, certainly none where they are embraced
by the gum. The incisors of the horse and thc pig, more par
ticularly tbose belonging to the lower jaw, are similar examples
of teeth wanting necks. (See figs. 2 and 45.) This observation
will likewise apply to the tushes.

Tnrec kin~ls of structure unite to form tbe solid part of a tooth,
whether it belongs to the division called simple or to tbat termed
compound. These structures, wbich partake more or less of the
'character of bone, arc designated enamel, dentine, and crusta or
cement. They vary considerably in hardness and conseqnently in
their power to resist attrition, a circumstance which bas been prc
viously alluded to. Enamel is by far the hardest of the three, and
tberef01'e we find it existing as a kind of cap to a simple tooth,
but entering more or less deeply inte the body and flanking the
sides of a compound one. (See figs. 3,13, 14, and 1D, pages 24,
40 and 49.) Dentine holds the second place in the order of bardness,
and crusta the last. The cause of these differences of density and
the advantages springing therefrom will appear by-and-by.

In fig. 2, which represents a vertical section of an incisor of
the horse, we have exhibited the relative
amount as well as the situation of each of
these constituents. Tbe enamel is marked
E; the dentine, 11; and the crusta, c. This
tooth is, truly speaking, a compound one, in
as much as the enamel, besides forming the
lateral boundary to the den tine, descends in
a cup-like form into the upper part of this
structure. The crusta is found fillin'" this

"enamel cup, and when discoloured by the
secretions of the mouth and the juices of the
plants on which the animal feeds, it consti
tutes "the mark" by which the a"'e of the
, "

horse is partly ascertained. Professor Owen,
in his description of tbe incisor of the horse,
says that" a la.Vel' of cement is reflected into
the deep central depression 0'[ the crown,
and that a coloured mass of tartm' and pal'
ticks qffood, which fill up the cavity, form

• Fig. 2. Vertical section oran incisOI' tooth of the borse A llul!l cavity· D
~f I. ., IIen me; E, ename j C I enamel cup i c, crusta filling the cnp' E. cnlsta covcrinO' the
enamel. Natural size. ' J 0
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Fig. '.f

'the mark' of tLte horsedeaJer."* It is, however, blackcned crusta,
and not tartar, whicb produces the marl" as has been just explained.

A similal· thing is observed in the molars of the ox and sheep;
these tceth being almost always blackened on their sides above
the gum, where a layer of crusta exists.

The central portion of a tooth (A, fig. 2) is hollowed out to receive
the pulp from which the organ chiefly derives its nourishment.
The size of this cavity depends upon the age of the tooth. It is
always large in a young tooth, becoming gradually smaller as age
advances. The pulp cavity is bounded by the dentine, D, which
makes up the chief part of the organ. Before, however, directing
further attention to this cavity, I shall describe the special cha
racters of the hard parts of. a tooth. First, of the enamel :

On inspecting an incisor tooth of an ox, as an example, we
observe that a white incrustation, having in the young subject
more or less of a pearly appearance, covers the crown of the tooth.
This is the enamel. If the tooth should have been recently put
up this substance forms also its cutting edge. It is thicker on
the front surface of the crown than on the back, an arrangement
·which tcnds to keep up a sharp edge to the tooth. It extends
also downwards to the neck, where it suddenly ceases. It is
harder and more compact -than the dentine, and has as much,
according to the statements of our most celebrated chemists, as 96
or 98 parts of earthy matter in every 100. The enamel not only
covers the exposed surface of a tooth, bnt in some teeth it enters
deeply into their interior. It matters not what lOay be the shape
or size of a tooth, or how numerous its projections, the whole of

these are originally covered with a
layer of enamel. In many teeth these
projections, technically called cusps,
are very numerous. They are seen
most to advantage in teeth which
have been recently cut. Fig. 3 gives
a view of a cap of enamel as removed
from the sixth molar of a pig on the
eve of its appearing through the gum.

Its irregular surface admirably adapts it for the comminution of
the food.

• Cyclopredia of Anatomy and Physiology, \'01. iv. p. 867. The italics in the
extract are our own,
. t F~g. 3. Enamel c~p of the l:iixtlJ Illolal' of a pig removed fl'om the jaw
Just Pl'lOl' to the tooth bemg cuI. Natural size.
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When viewed microscopically with a magnifying power of
400 to 500 linear, enamel is found to consist of an assemblage
of rods or bars lying side by side, and pilcd also in layers the
one above the other proportionate to the thickness of the specimen
under examination.

These roils have been named tbe enamel prisms or fibres.
Thcy are evidently the strqctures upon which the hardness of the
substance depends. In different parts of a tooth the fibres are
'somewhat differently arranged, but they are always placed end
ways upon the surface of the dent.ine on which they rest. On
the apex of the crown the prisms proceed directly upwards, but
they incline a little on .its sides, becoming more and more
oblique as they approach thc neck of the toot.h. Between each
bar, and mnning. parallel with its coursc, a minute canal can be
detected in very recently-formed enamcl, seemingly produced by
the membra'1ous walls of elongated cells which havc coalesced
to form the l)l'ism. The shape of each prism has beep. differently
described by anatomists, but' the commonly-received opinion
appears to be that they are hexagonal in form. The figures
which m'e added to assist this description show this form, but
after repeated investigations, I have by no means satisfied myself
of its positive correctness. They seem to me to be rectangular
in shape, and slightly flattened'.

Fig. 4, A, shows the prisms as a single laye)'; and it will be
observed that, besides the minute canals between them, each prism
is crossed by lines which are in some places double, representing
connecting cross passages. In our best works on structural ana-
tomy, these lines are also said Fig. ',-

to be produced by the walls of' "
united cells. I think, however,
that this point l;equires further in
vestigation: I have often examined
enamel which has been very re
cently deposited on a jOl'min,c/ tooth,
and have then failed to see any
crossmgs on the separated bars,

•
.

*. Fig. 4. .Structure of enamel after Rctzins, somewhat modified. A vertical
scct~Oll ShOW~Dg the enamel prisms with their interposed canals. D, transverse
section showmg the supposed hexagonal forlll of the prisms with the openings
of the canals. Magnified 500 diameter,s.
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:.tlthough these are to be observed in the structure when viewed in
section after the ordinary manner.

To the description of tbese bars being placed endways on the
dentine, it should be added that tbeir course outwards is not
perfectly straight, but slightly waving, as shown in fig. 4 A.

I am incl ined to think th:.tt the separate layNs of enamel at times
decussate, and that this explains the well-known circumstance,
that brown spots of irregular outline arc obseryed in tbis struc
ture when examined with a low magnifying power. The hexa
gonal appearance (fig. 4, R.) which is only seen here and there in
thin sections of enamel, I have also tbought might depel1fl on
an oblique cutting of a superimposed layer of the prisms, or
perbaps upon the decussation of these layers.

It may naturally be asked what is the use of the minute canals
existing between the prisms? A sol ution of this query is
probably found in looking to the situation of the enamel in com
pound teeth. In them, as has been stated, this structure <.lips
inwards forming cups of greater or Jess depth in different teeth,
and which arc always filled with crusta (see figs. 2,9 amI 19, pages
23, 32 and 49). On the slightest reflection we perceive that tbe
crusta here placed can only receive the fluid necessary for its sup
port, through the layer of enamel which is interposed between it
and the dentinal tubes (fig. 9), and there seems to be no reason
to doubt that the tubes, from the boundary of the dentine, may
extend to the canals between the prisms, and thus supply the ma
terials of nutrition to the el'Usta within the cup. Mr. 'fomes
many years since drew attention to the fact that dentinal tubes
passed in great numbers into the enamel in the kangaroo, and
other arumals of this class. From my own examinations I can also
say that the dentinal tubes penetrate the enamel in the herbivora ;
and it is more than probable that in consolidated enamel the
passages referred to arc united with these dentinal tnbes, and thus
become continuous with them.

In tbis view I am supported by Todd and Bowman, who
remark, in their work on Physiological Anatomy, that the enamel
prisms" are arranged in the most suitable manner for percola
tion hy the fluids derived from the dentinal tubuli. These tubuli
indeed may be seen to communicate directly with the interstitial
passages of the ename1."·

26 STRUCTURE OF ENAMEL.
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STRUCTURE O~· DENTI'lE.

In the annexeu engraving, fig. 5, is given a representation of the
dentine and enamel in which it is evident that tubes are pet'meat-
ing the latter, and that they are connected Flg.•-

with those in the dentine. The illustra
tion was taken from the tooth of a horse,
and the par~ here shown is magni fied 200
diameters. In the fig. the dentinal tuhcs,
marked D, are seen to be passing to the
dentinal lacul!m, D* (small hollow spaces j,

which have other tnbes, n*·, arising from
them amI running into E, the enamel.

To proceed to the structure of the den
tine. This substance makes up the great
bulk of both the body and fangs of a tooth.
It is that which gives form and size to the
organ, and upon wbich its hardness mainly
depends. In the interior of the dentine we
meet with a cavity of large size compared
with the dimensions of the tooth, and more
particularly of one recently formed. From
containing a red and pulpy mass, composed
chief!y of blood-vessels and nerves, inter- ".S

.posed with cells and filamentous tissue, designated the tooth
pulp, this cavity has been called the pulp cavity. It is from
the pulp that the tooth receives sensation as well as its greatest
supply of fluids, which are derived from the blood, for its
nourishment. Entering the cavity from below amI being
bounded on all sides with dentine, the pulp is secured from
injury. Thus rude pressure can be borne by a tooth without
the pulp being damaged: a simple but effectual provision to
maintain the vitality of the organ. (See A, figs. 2, 13, and 14,
pages 23 and 40.)

Dentine approaches very near to the enamel in its density; and
its chemical analysis shows that there is but little difference be
tween these structures. According to the analyses of Berzelius and
Bibra, the dentine of human teeth consists of 28 parts of animal,
and 72 of earthy matter, the latter being somewhat less in quan
tity in every 100 parts than in enamel.t When examined micro-

.. • Fig. 5. Section of enamel and dentine, magnified 200 diameters. "0, den
hnal tubesj 0-, dcntinal1acnnre i nU , tubes extending from the lacuocc into E

7

the enamel.
t Ql1ain and Sharpey's Anatomy, vol. ii. p. 9i·L
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Fig. 7 A.t

>l< Fig. G. Dentinal tithes ending in lacnure, sheep, magni.fied 400 diameters.
t Fig. 7 A. Transverse section of dentine magnified 400 dinlllctcrs, showing t1le

tubc~ nnd the intertubular stl'UctUl'c. Aftel' Todd and nowmau, slightly modified.
t H. Oblil'}lIc section of dcntin31 tubes magnified 400 diameters. Aftl'r HassalJ.

..
~

In tbis particular these dentinal tuhes agree with hair, which
has usually a dark central line running from the root to the point,
and marking the seat of its inner tubular or cellular portion. It
sbould be observed, however, tbat all tbe hairs even of tbe same
animal are not cellular. Some are without tbis structure, and as
such they are natll1'alZ'l transparent; while others possessing it

of these tubes magnified 400 diameters, aud which, like many
other of the illustrations contained in these pages, has been
taken from the tooth of a sheep.

In fig. 7, A represents the tubes, similarly magnified, as im
bedded in the intertubular substance, and cut transversely; and,
0, when they arc cut obliquely.

Exa'mined with transmitted light, these tubes always appear of
a dark colour, a circumstance which has been variously accounted
for. Some suppose that it depends merely on their walls being
more opaque than the surrounding intertubular substance.

scopically dentine is seen to be composed of an intertubular sub
stance, and of numerous tubes which radiate from the pulp cavity
towards the periphery of the structure. In fig. 6 we have a view

28
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are on-the contrary 0l)aque. Thesc latter named hairs can how
ever he rendered transparent hy immersion in fluids which will
penetrate the walls of the cells composing their tuhular portion.

The true tubular character of dentine is likewise shown hy im
mersion in different fluids, which can be seen passing along the
tubes displacing the air they may contain, and removing tbeir
opacity.

The dentinal tubes, at their openings from the pulp cavity, are
larger in size tban elsewhere; and accoriling to Retzius, their
average diameter near to the cavity is dOl" of an inch. The dis
tance hetween each of them, at the same place, is about twice that
of their diameter.

The direction of the tubes varies considerably in (lifferent parts
of tbe tooth. Those which come immeiliately from the superior
part of the cavity take a vertical course; those which arise a
little removed from the apex pass obliqucly upwards, terminating
on the borders of the structure with a gentle curve outwards and
downwards; those springing from the sides and lower parts l,ave
a direction almost horizontal; while in some t.eeth the tubes pro
ceeding from the most inferior part of the pulp cavity are seen
to pass immediately downwards.

Towards the terminal portion of the fang the dentinal tubes, in
some animals, of which the sheep is an example, arc often collected
into little bundles, having between them a comparatively large
space, which is occupied with the intertubular structure. The
tubes thus compacted together run towards the periphery of the
dentine, before reaching which, however, they suddenly disperse,
pursue their course at regular distances from each other, and end
in the ordinary manner. A s this is only seen in somc teeth, it is pro
bable that it may depend on an interruption to the regular forma
tion of the dentine from either local or constitutional causes.

In their course the dentinal tuhes always describe two or three
bends or curves; besides which each tube is more Or less wavy of
itself. The fonner of these bendings have been called the primm·.'1,
and the latter tbe secondar.1J curval1l1'es, by Professor Owen and
other writers on the structure of the teeth. Besides this, it has to
be remarked, that each tube splits into several branches. Usually,
its lirst division is into two. These by further separation become
exceedingly numerous, their size diminishing with each division,
till at lengtb many of them terminate in immeasurahly line and
inoscu lacing branches. In some animals, howe,*er, as seen in the
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annexed figure of a section of dentine and enamel from the
sheep, the tuhcs for tbe most part end in minute cavities (laclll/(c).
From these cavities tubuli, as previously stated, pass into the
enamel or the crusta, whichever of these structures may happen
to be the covering to that particular part of the dentine. The
whole of this arrangement is beautifully auapted to carry nutrition
to every part of the tooth. Tn the illustration (fig. 8) the den
tinal tubes are marked 0; the lacunre, D '* ; and the enUlnel, E.

The ;ntC1'lub"la,' substance is tolerably transparent, and ac
cording to Mr. Tomcs is finely granular. Both it and the ,valls
of the tubes contain the earthy matter of the dentine.

Fig.S.*

1 proceed to speak of the crusta, the third constituent of a tooth.
'rhis substance approaches nearer to ordinary bone in the arrange
ment of its component parts than docs either the uentine or enamel.
It also resemhles bone both in its chemical composition and in
its density, and hence it is freqnently designated the bone of the
tooth. The proportionate rluantity of crusta to the other consti
tuents depends upon the kinu rather than upon the size of the tooth.
For example, in a simple tooth very little is present, but on the
contrary in a compound one, a good deal of crusta exists. This
difference arises from the circumstance that the crusta, in a simple
tooth, is met with chiefly on its fang, while in tbe other variety it
not only covers the fang but uips deeply with the enamel into the
interior of the organ.

a Fig. 8. Section of dentine and enamel, from an incisor of a sheep, magnified
100 diameters, showing the tubes ending in lucumc. D, dentinal tubes; D-, laclinre j

F., the en:llnel.
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Existing on the fangs of the tooth, and being covered here by
a membrane which also lines the socket in which it is placed,
the crusta helps to retain the tooth in its situation. vVhen ex
amined microscopically the arrangement of the component parts
of the crusta is observed to differ considerably from that of the
dentine or en!,mel. It is more or less thickly filled with bone
cells (Zacull(JJ) from which radiate minute canals, called therefore
thc canaliculi. (See fig. 11, page 35.) Besides thesc canaliculi the
crusta has, and in our domesticatcd animals in particular, numerous
passages opening on its external border where it is in contact
with the lining membrane of the socket, after the manner of the
opening of the dentinal tuhes into the pulp cavity.

This arrangemcnt is well seen in sections even <if young teetb,
particularly tbose of tbe borse and pig, and it distinctly proves
that a tooth, even at that time, derives some of its nourishment
from the parts surrounding it in its socket. In young teeth these
external tubes are situated principally about the upper part of
the fang, as it is here that thc crusta, from the greater thickness
of the dentine, is furthest removed from the pulp cavity,
and consequently from the more common source of nourish
ment. These things will have again to be referred to.

In addition to the lacunre, tbeir canaliculi, and tbe external order
of tubes, the crusta bas also numerous passages within it of larger
size, and analogous in every respect to tbose which have been called
the Haversian canals in ordinary bone. Fig. 9, page 32, gives a
view of tbe crusta within the enamel cup of the incisor of tbe
horse, in wbicb such canals abound. The illustration also sbows
the terminations of the dentinal tubes around the cup. Tbe letter
c r.pplies to the crusta as a whole; c'* to the Haversian canals;
and c* to a series of cells which are in direct contact with tbe
enamel; D to the dentin~; D* to the dentinal lacunre; and E, to
the enamel, which it will be noticed is thickly traversed with
Inbes passing from the dentinal lacunre to the cells in tbe crusta.
It is a somewbat singular circumstance tbat the crusta filling
these enamel cups, invariably bas more numerous Haversian
canals and fewer canaliculi than that covering tbe fangs. Com
pare fig. 9 with fig. II.

The principal object in these explanations of the microscopic
characters of the constitueRts of a tooth being to show the manner
in which it derives its nutrition, I venture to detain the reader by
some further remarks on the crusta. It needs hardly to be stated
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that upon the due supply of nutritive Inaterials to the teeth, so
will their integrity he preserved, and they thus be l<cpt. filled ror
t.heir important office.

Fig. 9."

¢¢
C

If teeth die in theil" sockets, they would greatly impair the
health of the animal, from his incapability of properly masticating
the food, as also from the suffering he would endure. The diseases
of the teeth of animals and the causes leadiug to them has cer
tainly not as yet received all the attention which the importance
of the subject merits. Many cases might be cited to show this,
but on the present occasion I must refrain from adding to these
observations, although they may have a very practical bearing.

To return to the crusta. On the fangs of teeth recently
cut, but little of this substance is met with, when compared

• Fig. 9. Vertical section of the enamel cup of the incisol' of the horse, filled with
cnlsta and bounded by the dentinal tubes ending in laclmro, from which tubuli are
seen to pass through tbe enamel to the crusta. C, crnsta j c••, Haversian canals
in the crusta; c., cells lying in apposition with the enamel; D, dentine j n"', dentinal
lacnnroj E, the enamel. Magnified lOO diameters.
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with that existing on old teeth. A s age advances, however, the
crusta increases. Hcreafter it will be shown how this ';nd the
other structures are originally producerl. It may, nevertheless,
be now asked how the increased quantity upon an old tooth is
accounted for? Is the crusta always added to from the original
source of its production, or can it be otherwise augmented? I
answer that it frequently receives an addition altogether inde
pendent of its original source. As this is a novel view of the
subject, in order to show its correctness, I must direct the reader's
attention to two illustrations, figs. 10 and 11, taken from speci-. .
mens III my possessIOn.

I premise the explanation of this matter by stating that
anatomists arc generally agreed that after a given time the ])ulp
ceases to produce any more dentine, and becomes com'erted by
ossification into a substance which Professor Owen has designated
osteo-dentine. This substance therefore would now fill the pulp
ca,,;ty of the tooth. However true this statement may be of man
or of many species of animals, it does not appear to be positively
correct when applied to our domesticated Hp,rbivora.

In the horse, as an example, obliteration of the cavity is gra
dually effected 'by tlte pulp continuing to f01'''' dentine. This, as its
normal action, gocs on and is not supplanted by an abnormal or
diseased one, as it would be were tbe pulp to become ossified. As
the producing organ of tbe dentine, the pnlp simply gives way to
its own prodnet, which ultimately is tbus made to occupy its
place in the en,'ity. In proportion as the pulp diminishes so is the
supply of nutriment to tbe tootb lessened, and at length entirely
Cllt off from the interior. To provide for the vitality of
the tooth under these cirenmstanees, tbe crusta increases in
quantity on the fang at the e:>:pense if tlte pmfeetly fanned
dentine which is lying in'immediate contact with its inner surface.
Througb tbe medium of the canals in the crusta, which open
on its borders, the tooth now draws its nourishment from the
blood-vessels of the socket, and thus it continues lono- after, 0

the obliteration of its pulp cavity, to serve all its purposes as a
part of the living organisln.

Fig. 10, page 34, represents a transverse section of the fang of an
incisor tooth of an old horse magnified two diameters. Its pulp
cavity, A, is bare1y visible, the encroachment inwards of the dentine,
n, baving nearly closed it, On its outer boundary, the dentine,
which had originally extended to abollt as far as the 1ine marked, ,

n
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.
ll, has hecome changed to crusta, c. Sections of tecth of t.his
kind, even when viewed without any magnifying powcr Ijave a

Fig. 10.·

peculiar wbite appearance of the more recently formcd dentine
in their centre, which excceds in opacity tbe other parts. From
tbis circumstancc it might be thought tbat the structure here
existing was not thc same as the surr~unding dentine. The
microscope however at once dismisses the doubt. When viewed
with an inch object-glass only, this whiteness is seen to depend on
closely compacted dentinal tubes, and nowhere can be detected
that arrangcment of the structures which has led to the opinion
of the canal being filled with osteo-dentine.

The precise way in which the dentine at its pcriphery changes
into crusta has yet to be ascertained. I t seems that the dcntinal Ja
cunre undergo dilation and thus become identical with the hollow
spaces or cells in the crusta. All the dentinal tubes however do not
end in lacunre, but many of them, as bas been explained, terminate
in very fine branches, and it is worthy of note that in this crusta
bundles of such dentinal tubes are preserved, as if they bad
passed in unchanged. Tn further confirmation of the opinion that
the transition is thus effccted, in part at least, is the circumstance
that the cells in the crusta lying near to the border of the dentine
are circularly arranged row above row. Another feature hns
likewise to be named, which is that a true Haversian system, in
dependent of scattered" Haversian canals, exists in such crusta.

These several tbings a.rc depicted in the following engraving,
fig. 11, which gives a magnified view of a small portion of the
tooth from which fig. 10 was taken. In it, n represents the den

. tinal tubes, n* the dentinal lacunre, c the crusta with bundles of

* Fig. 10. A transverse section of an incisor of an old horse, magnified two
diameters, showing the conversion of the dentine into crusta. A, pulp cavity; D,
dentine; c, crusta: R, a line drawn for the purpose of denoting the original extent
of the dentine.
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tubes. interspersed in its structure, and c· the Haversian system,
which is so perfect in places as to Je"d to the crusta being

Fig. II."

"eadily mistaken by a casnal examination for true bone. The
simplicity as well as the beauty of this provision of nature for a
maintenance of the vitality of old teeth is so self-apparent that
no necessity exists for further observations on the point.

From the explanation of the structure of a tootb, I proceed to
speak of tbe manner tbe teetb are formed, confining, for obvious
reasons, my remarks to those auimals which are the chief subjects
of tbese pages. The develop~,entof teetb bas of late years been
studied with much advantage, and we are now enabled to describe
the successive stages of the process with far greater confidence tban
formerly. In a work of this kind it is not required that I sbould
enter very minutely into this subject, but merely give a general
outline of it, so tbat the reader may the better understand how a

'" Fi«. 11. Conversion of thedcntinc into crusta. D, dentinal tubesj n"', dentinal
laclm~; c, crusta with its tubes :md cells i c·, Ha_ersian system in crusta. Mag·
nified 2:00 diametcrs.

• D2
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second set of teeth, the permanent, spring up to supply the place
of the temporary, after they h"ve served their purpose.

Besides the order of eruption of the teeth in two sets, which,
as the practical part of my suhject, will oe considered under the
head of Dentition in the Ox, Sheep, and Pig, I may ohserve, in
the language of Professors Quain and Sharpey, that "the de
velopment of the teeth includes a description of their origin and
growth as distinct organs, and "Iso the formation of their com
ponent tissues, the dentine, enamel, and cement." •

The annexed diagram, which has heen al tered from Professor
Goodsir's, will he found m"terially to assist the description.
First, it must be observed that the process of formation, as "
whole, has been divided into four separate stages, which have
been called the pal'illa,'y, the follicltla,., the saccltla1', anJ the
e""l'tive.

Fig. 12.t

1
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In the preceding diagram, which represents sections made

across the jaw in the several stages of the process, the first of
them is shown by the numerals 2 anJ 3; the second by 4 and 5 ;
the third by 6, 7, and 8; and the fourth by 9.

*' E!ements of Anat~my, vol. ii., p. 9Sl.
t Diagram rcpresentmg the successive stafJ'CS of the development of the teeth j

nltel'cd from Goodsir. 0
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-It is durin,,, the early existence of fee tal life that the formation
of the teeth commences, in common with the other parts of the
body. Provision is also made at this time for the permanent teeth
which are to succeed the temporary. According to the observa
tions of Professor Goodsir, it is as early as the sixth week that
the process begins in the human feetus. At that time a groove
appears along the border of the future jaws wbich has heen called
the p"imitive dental groove. This groove is lined by the membrane
of the mouth-a circumstauee to be kept in mind for the better
understanding of the snbjeet; and also that this membrane, as an
"internal s],in," is composed of two layers in chief, which are
analagous to the dennis and epidermis of the external or true skin.
Fig. 12 -1 shows the groove as it appears when the jaw is ent
across.

At the hottom of" the dental groove," projections,papillce, spring
np, correspondiug in nnmber with the temporary set of teeth. For
example, in the ox there would be eight of these representing the
eight temporary incisors, and twelve representing the number of
the temporary molars, three of the latter being placed on cither
side of the npper and lower jaws. I way here say that, for the
sake of perspicuity, my account will be confined to the tcetb
of the lower jaw-incisors and molars.

These papillre gradually incrcase in size, and acquire the shape
of the future teeth. While this is going on, partitions are formed
across the groove betwecn the papillre, by which they become
separated from each other. These l)artitions subsequently form
part of the bony sockets, as existing between the teeth when
they are fully developed. The rising and growth of the papillre
constitute the first or papillary stage (2, 3, fig. 12).

By the formation of the partitions each papilla is placed in a
separate cavity. of a square shape, called a follicle; and thus
we see that the follicZlla,' stage now exists (4, 5, fig. 12). Con
currqntly with the formation of the follicle, small growths also
take place from the membrane just as it dips into the cavity.
These, as lios to the follicle, by their further enlargement cover in
the papilla, and by their subsequent union place it in a closed
sac or bag. -This is the saccZllm' stage (6, 7, and 8, fig. 12).

The formation of the different component parts of the tooth now
goes on with greater rapidity, and after a certain state of com
pleteness, the young tooth grows upwards, and penetrates both
its sac ano the gum whieh by this time also covers it, constitut.ing

•
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thereby the e""ptive stage, commonly known as the cutting of
the tooth. (9, fig. 12.)

Returning to the diagram: fig. 4 shows a slight folding in
wards of the membrane of the primitive dental groove near to
the lid on the right side; this is made more apparent in fig. 5.
In fig. 6 it is marked E, and also in fig.- 9, where we obsen'e'
tbat the folded membrane considerably altered in form, as also
increased in size, baving a projection from its bottom part
the. papilla destined for the production of the permanent tooth,
is detached from the follicle. The intermediate figs., 7 and 8,
show tbe progressive advance and separation of this fold of
membrane from that wbicb lines the original groove. As one
of th~se folds belongs to each follicle, so they are equal in number
witb tbe temporary teetb; and thus eacb temporary tootb, while
being formed, lays tbe foundation for its permanent successor.
These have been called by Professor Goodsir " cavities 0/ reserve,
as tbey furnish delicate mucous membranes for the future forma
tion of the permanent teetb."*

~Tith regard to the formation of tbe permanent molar teeth,
wbich are t!"'ee standing behind the tempontry in each row: the
fir'st of these is developed from a papilla which rises in the
lengthened primitive groove, behind the last temporary molar;
and from cavities of Tesel've, with a slight modification of the
plan, the two last are subsequently formed.

We have thus an explanation of the fact that tbe additional
permanent teeth of mammals are, like tbe temporary and their
successors, productions from the membrane of the moutb, as
had previously been seen to be the case witb the teeth of fisbes,
&c. The implantation of the teetb in bony sockets in animals
is only to give tbem a greater hold of the jaw, the better to
serve tbeir important offices.

To pass from this general description of the formation of the
teeth to the structures of which they consist. First, of the
dentine, tbe substance making up the bulk of a tootb.

It is agreed on by all obsen'ers that this structure is a product
of the parts entering into the composl:tioll 0/ the papilla wbich rises
in the dental groove, but they differ materially in their expla
nation of the process of its formation. When fnlly developed,
the papilla is chiefly composed of numerous microscopic cells,

.. Todd and BO~fman's Physiological Anatomy, part iii., p. ) 79.
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J>eld together by a network of very delicate fibres, and receiving
its blood from yessels wbich enter at its base.

The precise manner in whicb tbe dentinal tubes and the inter
tubular structure is formed out of these elements of the papilla
is still a questiou for future investigators. It may be that Schwan's
view of tbe tubes being produced by the elongation of the cells and
their union enclways, anu of the intertubular structure becoming
solidified by a deposition of eartby materials, is correct. To de-

. scribe the minuti'm of the process, however,as given by other autho
rities equal with Sebwan, but who differ from his views, would be
scarcely suited to a work of this kind were I to attempt tbeir expla
nation, and wbieh for the above reason I shall refrain from doing.

It is sufficient to state that recent observations have fully
proved that the dentine is first produced upon tbe apex of the
papilla, and tbat from this point it extends dowuwards upon its
sides, and thus encloses it as with a cap. This may be the better
understood by supposiug one's finger to be covered with a thumb
stall, and looking to tbe finger as the papilla and the thumbstall
as the dentine. The papilla, thus capped .by dentine, is now
called the tooth pulp, under which namp. it has been previously
referred to in these pages.

This layer of dentine is at first very thin, but by fresh deposi
tions being added to it from the pulp within, its thickness
becomes daily increased. The effect of this is a gradual decrease
both in the size of the pulp and of the cavity in which it is placed.
The ultimate consequences of this diminution, with regard to the
nutrition of the tooth as derived from tbe pulp through the me
dium of the dentinal tubes, has been already shown.

The continuous lessening of the cavity is nicely seen in a
transverse section of the fang of an incisor of the ox. To the
unassisted ey~ a preparation of this description shows concentric
lines, one within the other, markiug fresh deposits of the dentine.
The varying sizes of these rings, and the sudden curvatnres of
the dentinal tubes in these places, would seem to indicate an
irregularity in the rate of the formation of the structure.

In a tooth with more than one fang, as for example the molar
of a pig, when the sides of the pulp are covered with dentine,
a horizontal projection of this substance shoots across the base of
the pulp. By this means one fang becomes separated from the
other, and the same process of conversion goes on in each lower
division of the pulp until the final length of the fangs is aCCom-
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plisbed. This circumstance explains how it is tbat in a molar tooth,
in particular, a section, made in a vcrtical direction tbrough its
middle, exposes a cavity of a similar shape to tbe tooth itself.

The irregularities on the face of a tooth forming its points
or cusps are simply caused by the papilla assuming that form,
before any dentine is produced upon its surface. This brings me
to the question of tbe formation of compound tecth, as in them
we find deep depressions in the dentine into which the enamel
dips. These depressions are effected by a kind of deav"ge of thc
upper part of the papilla or tooth pulp to a depth corresponding
with that of the hollow. Thus, supposing a tooth to have two
principal cusps with an enamel cup betwcen them, the suhsk~ncc

of the papilla recedes from the centre and forms two apiccs.
Each of these becomes first capped with a layer of dentine, as
seen in tbe subjoined engraving, fig. 13, and next covered witb a

Fig. 13.· Fig. 14.t

layer of enamel. The" enamel membrane," hereafter to be more
particularly described, is present in tbese hollows, because in the
separation of tbe substance of the papilla to produce tbe form of
tbe future tootb, this membrane, as its original covering, is not
cl~ft, but merely adapted to the altered shape of the pulpy mass.

The process of development goes on, and after a time the two
caps of dentine unite at the bottom of the hollow, and tbus
form a cup, in which enamel is afterwards produced by its mem
brane, lining the cavity throughout. Compare figs. 13 and 14.

• Fig. l~~. yertical sectio~ of a molar tooth of a yonng calf while being
developed, ShowUlg the formation of the enamel cup. A, the pulp cavity j TI, the
enamel cup still npen at the bottom j D, the dentine; E, tbe enamel.

t Fig. 14 also represents a vertical section ora similar tooth and shows that the
enamel Clip is now closed at the bottom by a further productio'n of dentinc. A, tl1C
pulp ca\'"ity; B. the enamel cup; D, the dentine j anu E, the enamel.
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The preceding ill ustrations are takcn from the molar tceth of a.
calf during their development. Theyare both vertical sections made
across the teeth, at their opposite ends. Thc samc letters apply
to each figure; A, thc pulp cavity; D, the enamel cup, which is
still unclosed at the. bottom in fig. 13, but closed in fig. 14 by a
coalesccnce of the forming plates of dentine; D, the dentine, and
E, the enamel. The depth to which these cups extend, and also
the peculiar an-angement of the enamel in these compound teeth,
arc correctly depicted in fig. H), page 49, which represents a
vertical section of the posterior half of a molar tooth of a sheep.

A question of some importance arises at this stage of our in
quiryon the proper solution of which depends the correctness of
all which has further to be explained with regard to the formation
and arrangement of the other structures of the teeth,- enamel and
crusta. It is whether the dentine, described as being formed
originally on the apex of the papilla, is in reality produced beneath
the membrane which covers the papilla? or otherwise, whetber
tbis membrane is or is not tbe nueleus of the formation? Under
the supposition that the membrane gives rise to the first produc
tion of tbe dentine, and is itself obliterated by the process, it has
been called the pC/jonnative membrane of the dental papilla.

Without presuming to decide this vexed question, I must
say that, after repeated investigations, I agree in opinion with
tbose who state tbat the membrane does not become obliterated,
but that the dentine is f~rmed altogether beneath it. The memb,-ane
,-emains upon tlte cap qf dentine, but in conseqnence of the altered
circumstances under which it is now placed, and especially with
regard to tbe nature of the structure immediately beneatb it, and
baving also an important part to play in the production of the otber
cOlfstituents of the tooth, its original charaCter is greatly changed.

To the circumstance of this membrane, as an ordinary inflection
of the mucous mClnbrane of the mouth, being covered with an
epithelium, which is analogous to tbe epidermis of the skin, special
attention has been already called. A reference to figs. 4, 5, and 6
in the diagram, page 36, will show that when the young tooth be
comes sacculated, the sacitself is merely lined with a continuation of
tbe same membrane which is reflected upon the papilla. Under
these circumstances the epithelium of tbe lining of tbe sac, and
likewise that of the covering of the papilla, is ebanged into a
pulpy mass, wbieb has been called the oute1' or enamel pulp, from
the belief that the enamel was directly produced from it. Tbese

•



several things are rendered very clear in fig. 6 of the diagram,
where A represents the papilla; B, the membrane which covers it,
or mther tbat part of the membrane which answers to the true
skin deprived of its epidermis; c, the altered epithelium of the
membranous lining of tbe sac and tbe covering of the papilla,
called now the outer pulp; and D, the" true skin" or vascular
portion of the membrane of tbe sac. E is tbe germ of the per
manent tooth, and F the gum. Tbese several symbols also apply
to the same parts in fig. 9 of tbe diagram, whicb represents tbe
young tooth as cutting tbrough its sac and the gum.

Having now shown that the melnhrane remains as a. covering to
tbe papilla, its office has next to be inquired into. Tbis is, I
believe, to form the enamel, for it appears to me that tbe so-called
performative membrane of tbe dentine is identical witb tbe ada-

. mantine membrane of the enamel ; tbat, in fact, there arc not
two membranes, but only one.

Tbe general received opinion seems to be that the Ollte>'
pnlp prodnces the enamel; and tbe inner surface of the sac,
tbat is, the tooth capsule, tbe crusta wbicb lies both upon tbe
fangs of tbe tootb and also upon tbe surface of the enamel,
where it covers the dent.ine. This o]Jinion is negatived, how
ever, by tbe fact that the capsllie is not "'!flected into the enamel
cups qf compound teeth, although tbese arc always filled witb
crusta, and tberefore it is evident that tbis crusta bas some otber
source, and this I am inclined to believe is tbe outer pulp. If
tbis pulp produces tbe crusta in one part, it necessarily would
do so in anotber. If within tbe enamel cups tben on tbe ollter
surface of tbe enamel, and also on tbe fangs of tbe teetb. Fur
tber confirmation of tbis opinion will be presently given.

Although tbe formation of tbe crnsta succeeds tbat of the enamel,
tbe two are so intimately bound together tbat it is with difficulty
their developments can be separately described, and especially in a
popular aceollnt, wbere one bas to abstain as much as possible
from an undue employment of scientific terms.

First, of the enamel membrane, as I propose to call tbe original
covering of tbe papilla in its now altered condition. If a perma
nent molar tooth of a lamb, sufficiently dm'eloped as to have a thin
layer of enamel on its body, be removed from tbe jill" witb its cap
sule entire and dissected under water, a menlbTilne, which is inter
posed between tbe outer pulp llnd tbe forming enamel, can be
readily floated from the surface of the latter. This, the enamel

42 FORMATfON OF THE TEETH.
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membrane, firmly adheres to the tooth at that part from which the
fangs arise-in short, as far down as the enamel extends. The
fOl'ming fangs are coaf.d witlt tlte outer pulp, which nowhere
eIsf', from the interposition of the Inembrane, can come in
contact with the dentine. See fig. 9 of the diagram. The
pulp existing here, as the formative organ of the crusta, depends
oIl the circumstance that the capsule is continued, independent
of tbe enamel membrane, to tlte end 'If' the develuping fang, hy
adhering firmly to the lowermost part of the papilla.

Todd and Bowman, in describing the development of a simple
tooth, state that which is perfectly correct, namely, "that the
rcflection of the original mucons membrane of the follicle on to
the papilla takes place at a line corresponding nearly to the neck
.of the future tooth, and that the original papilla answers to the
crown or body of the tooth, and not to the root. The latter is a
subsequent formation, and is laid down gradually after a certain
amount of ossification has already taken place in the crOWD, and
after the enamel has been calcified." •

The enamel mem hrane also, on t.he upper part of the young
compound tooth, is reflected, after the manner of an inverted
finger of a glO\'e, into the enamel cup (D, figs. 13 and 14, page 40),
because it is not divided, as before explained, in the cleavage of
the papilla, to produce this variety of tootb. The inverted por
tion of the membrane has between its folds some of the outer
pulp, and thus the crusta is ultimately produced within the cnp.

Examined under a low magnifying power the surfacc of this
mcmbrane, which is in coutact with the ncwly deposited enamel,
and which bas undergone a change equal with its outer or original
epithelial surface, seems to be merely linear in its arrangement;
but when magnified 200 diamcters, columns or elongated pris
matic cells of forming enamel are readily dctected upon it. In
the annexed engraving) page 44, these prismatic cells (A, fig: 15)
are -represented in situ as they would bc seen in a ycrtical
section of the pulp. D, shows the enamel mcmhrane by which they
are prodneed ; C, the outer pulp with its vascular net-work of
ycssels ramifying amidst cells in a reticulated rnembrane; and
n, the capsule. The close resemblancc of this figure to one
gi"en by Todd and Bowman in their Physiological Anatomy,
cannot escape the notice of the scientific reader. It is said by

• Phy~iological Anatomy, part iii., p. 1ii.
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Fig. 15."

them that" the structure of this thick pulpy mass is very beau
tiful and peculiar. It consists of a
mesh of short fibres, meeting in DUffi-

o berless points, and at each point of
junction a transparent clear nucleus
is visible. It is elastic, spongy, loaded
with fluid albumen, but destitute of
vessels, and it seems perfectly distinct
from that columnar structure wbich ap
pears to be afterwards com-erted into
enamel." t What this" mesh of short
fibres, meeting in numberless points,"
the" stellated bodies" of other observers,
so accurately described by Todd and
Bowman, may be, I do not presume to

decide. Probably tbey are cells in a transition state from the
ordinary epithelium of the mucous membrane to the cells of
true crusta.

With reference, however, to the pulpy mass being" destitute
of vessels," much of the correctness of this depends on the
stage of development when the examination is made. Todd and
Bowman could not detect any vessels ramifying in the pulp of a
human fmtus five months old, but they saw, even at that early
date, loops of vessels descending from the membrane of the capsule
upon the outer surface of this pulpy mass. In my description, and
also in the accompanying figure, I have drawn attention to nume
rous vessels permeating the mass, but then it must be stated that
my examinations were made on the permanent molar teeth of calves
whose ages ranged from two to six months. rt is the vasculari ty
of the outer pulp, and which appears to be perfected in the latter
stages only of the developing process, that alters the general c1Ja
racter of the mass, and leads to its ultimate conversion into crusta.

This view of the formation of the three structures will explain
another well-known circumstance, namely, that the crown of a
simple tooth, and likewise the cusp" of a compound one, have
upon them a mere film of crusta. By the tin,e these parts are
snfficiently covered with enamel the tooth is so far developed as
to rise towards the under-surface of the gum. The resistance to its

8: Fig. 15. Vcrticnlsection of the capsule, pulp and enamel membrane. ~\. enamel
prisms in the process of formation; n. the enamel membrane; c, the outer pulp j
D. the c.1psule.

t Physiological Anatomy, part iiL, p. 175 ctseq.
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advance through this structure forces the outer pulp downwards
towards the middle part of the body and also the fang. Under these
circumstances the upper part of the capsule, through which the
tooth is passing, adheres to the enamel memhrane on the
inner side, and to the gum on the outer. (See fig. 9 in the dia
gram, page 36.) The source of the supply of crusta, always the
last formed of the three sh·ucturcs, is thus somewhat exhausted
and hence a mere film of it, if any, is found on this part of the
tooth. At first sight, this explanation may seem to he nega
tived by the fact that the enamel cups arc filled with crusta, but
a little reflection will at once remove the douht.

rro render this lUOTC clear, I insert a figure re]Jrcscnting a
molar tooth in the act of cutting.

Here it will he seen that although the enamel cusps, F, F, have
penetrated the gum c, c, that the latter is still pressing on
the upper part of the enamel cups. This pressure retains the still
existing portion of the outer pulp, which with the enamel mem
brane had been rellected into the cups, in its place. The supply
of blood to it is kept up by the vessels which pass inwards from
both the capsule and the gum, securely lodg..,d in the grooves upon
the edge of the cusps aud likewise in the hollows betwe.en them.
Thus, while the tooth is cutting, the process of filling the enamel
cup with crusta goes on.

Fig 16.-

D

The somewhat altered circumstances under which this crusta is
formed may possibly account for the difference observed in the

:It Fig. 16 represents a molar tooth of a calf in the act of cutting the gum-dis
sected to show the retention of the matrix of the crusta (the pulp) in the enamel cup.
A, a portion of the capsule of the tooth reflected backwards j n, tbe remaining part
of the capsule covering onc half of the tooth j E, an enamel cup j F F, the cusps pene
trating the go.m j C c the gum pressing upon and covering the openings of the
enamel cups.

•
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alTangement of its several parts when compared with the crusta
on the fang. Attention was called to this fact when the microsco
pic characters of the dentine, enamel, and crusta were described.

The other references to fig. 16 are, A, the capsule, reflected
back from one-balf of the tooth, which bas also been cnt away to
show E, an enamel cup; B, the entire half of the tooth covered
by the other portion of the capsule, which is seen to join the gum
above, and to extend downwards to the end of the forming fang;
and D, the dentinal pulp cavity.

After a tooth is fully cut, and the crusta upon its imbedded
portion also perfected, then the capsule becomes a bond of union
between the tooth and its socket. In this position it is to be
viewed both as the pe,iodental covering to the tooth and the
periosteal lining of the socket. Much more might be added in
further explanation of these phenomena, but it is nnnecessary in
a work of this kind.

In concluding this portion of 111y subject, I will therefore
merely observe-1st, That it appears to me that the dentine is
formed beneath the original membranous covering of tbe pa
pilla; 2ndly, That this membrane is the true producing organ of
the enamel, and ideutical with both tbe ]>e1.formative and the
adamantine membranes, these being, not two, but one; 3rdly,
That the pulpy mass lying external to the cnamel membrane is
the matrix of the crusta; and 4thly, That the capsule hecomes
the periodental membrane or covering to tbe tooth, and the peri
osteal licing of the bony socket in which it is placcd-these
being also but one.

This view of tbe question of the formation of a tooth has at
least simplicity for its basis; for, after all, it is littlc morc tban a
layer of mucous membranc, which is reflectcd inwards, changed
partly in the arrangcment of its primitivc elements, and thcn re
flected outwards again. That portion of t.hc mucous membrane of
t.he mouth which originally flanked the sides of the dental groovc
remains behind as the lining to the socket of the tooth, while the
portion which was reflected over the primitive dcnt.al papilla again
comes to the surface as a covering of enamel-the two having now
between them a third substance, the crust.a, an(l which has been
formed by the chano-es that each in pa,·t bas undergone. These
views of the developmcnt of the dental tissues will be made
the more apparent if the series of objects in the diagraJll, (fig. 12)
are attcnti,-ely examined.
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I n the ·preceding pages reference has more than once been made
to compound teeth, nnll to the advantages which result from the
several constituents of a molar tooth being so arranged as for all
of them to meet on its wearing surface. From this it might be
supposed that the dentine, enamel, anll crusta, were all brought into
wear immediately upon such a tooth being cut. Such, however, is
not the case. In fig. 17, which gives a representation of thc third
temporary molar of a calf, taken from out of its socket a few days
aft.er it was cut, it will be seen tbat the cusps A, A, A, are very

Fig. 17.*

pointed, and that no other struetUl'e, except that which covers the
body of the tooth and these projections, is as yet apparent. The
cusps of ll!Qlar teeth, as well as the edge of the incisors, are cased
with enamel, as was shown whell speaking of the formation of this
structure. The hardness of the enamel combined witb the irregu
larity of the sbape of the cusps is su fficient for all the purposes
needed at the first by the young tooth, as a grinding organ. Con
tinuous use, bowever, soon wears away these pr~jections, and after
a time the caps of enamel are completely cut through.

It wiII also be n;membered that the enamel passes from the outer
surfacc of the body of a tooth, as a covering to the dentine into deep
hollows, which are original1y produced by a separation of the pa
pilla, and that it lines them throughout. The wisdom of nature's
arrangement in thus blending the several structures together now
becomes more evident. By the wearing away of the enamel caps

, the outer reflectiou of this structure is separated from the inner,
and thus, instcad of there heing fewer points of rcsistance to aUri-

>II Fig. 17. The cl)ird temporary molar of the calf showing its general form, and
likewise that its CIlSpS, A, A, A, nre covered with enamel when first brought into
usc.
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tion, there is a positive multiplication of them. Between the
separated layers of ena.rnel, the dentine is exposed, and as the
enamel cups arc filled with crusta, so we sec that all three struc
tures are now in wear together. The tooth will therefore preseut
on its snrfaee the appearances depicted in fig. 18, and which may
be supposed to represent the preceding tooth (fig. 17) after its
upper part had been removed by continuous use. The irregularity
also of the wearing surface by tbe blending together of the

Fig. 18.•

EO

c

E D. E

c

o

structures is very nicely shown in the engraving, where E repre
sents the outer layer of enamel, and E" the inner; c, the crusta;
and D, the dentine.

When speaking of the production of the dentine it was observed
that its situation upon the tooth pulp might be compared to
one's finger as covered by a thnmbstall. A similar figure may be
employed to elucidate the arrangements of the structures in a
molar tootb of an Herbivorous animal. Thus, suppose two fingers
when beld up to represent a cleft tooth pulp. Cover these first
with two leather caps, say of a yellow colour (this is the dentine),
place over them two other caps of a white colour (this is the
eua;""e]), put over these two more caps of a brown colour (this is
the crusta). Now unite the brown caps by approximating the
fingers; and supposing these several coverings to be all joined
together, and thick enough to have a horizontal section carried
through them, we shall find in reckoning from outside to outside,
first brown (crusta), then white (enamel), next yellow (dentine),
then white again, next brown, and afterwards white, yellow,
white and brown.. Like most similes, objections can easily be
taken to this, but still it is sufficient to show the commingling

• Fig. IS. Face of the ulird temporary molar of a c.11f, natural size, showing
tbat the exposure of the dentine and isolation of the central from the outer enamel
is cansed by. the w~ring a~'ay of the original cnamel cusps. E, onter layer of
enamel; 1:-, lOner <hUo formmg the cup j C, cnlsta j D, <Ientine.
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of the several structures; and as they all differ in density, we see
how a roughened surface is maintained upon the exposed pa,·t
of a compouud tooth.

As these molar teeth wear away so do they rise in their
sockets, and consequcntly they always stand at about the same
height in the mouth. This persistency of wear necessitates such.
an arrangement of the dehtine, enamel, and crusta, that the tooth
of the old animal, when worn nearly to its fangs, may be as effec
tive an instrument for grinding the food as it had been when the
animal was young. Provision is made for this, by elongating
the bodies of these molars at the expense of their fangs. The
body of the last molar of the ox is not less than two inches long,
and that of the same tooth of the sbeep an inch and a half long;
while the bodies of several of the permanent molars of the horse

}"ig. 19.•

••
l

* Fig. 19. A vertical s~ction of the posterior half of lhefifth molar of a she~p i.n
its short diameter, showmg the great depth of the enamel cup and that It 15

filled with crusta. a, the inferior part of the pulp cavity j b, its superior portion
which is being closed j c, the crusta in the enamel cnp j d, the dentine; el:, the
outer layer of enamel; e, the inner layer of the saDle substance. forming the (·up.

E
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are often from three to three inches and a half long, although
little more than a quarter of an inch of these teeth may appear
above the gum. 'l'hcsc things, however, have been previously
alluded to.

The great length of the body of all the molars of the horse
renders these teeth nearly fangless, and the same is the case with
the fifth molar in particular of the sheep, as seen in the pre
ceding engraving, fig. 19. This figure, which bas been drawn
a size larger than natural to make the se"eral parts of the tooth
more apparent, shows the depth to which the enamel cup descends,
and also the extent of the onter layers of the same substance. The
pulp ea"ity, which can be traced to nearly the top of the tooth, is
marked a, at its bottom part, and b, where it is about .to close above;
the crusta has the letler c, and the dentine, d; the enamel cup is
distinguished by e*, amI the outer layer of this substance bye.

In fig-. 20 we ha"e a "jew of a transverse section of the upper

Fig. 20.'"

part of a permanent mobr, also of a sheep, magnified two dia
meters. It shows tbat the pulp ea"ity, Jl, is nearly closed in tbe
part where the section is made by the dentine, n, the radiating
lines in whieb map out the size of the original cavity from
which they spring. The extemal layer of enamel, as in many
otber of these illustrations, is marked E"', the crusta, c; and the
inner enamel, as filled with the crusta, E.

From these explanations of the arrangement of the structures
in compound teeth, I pass to the changes that the teeth undergo
after they are brought into daily use.

.. Fig. 2~. Tra?sycrsc.. scction of the upper part of a permanent molar of a
sheep magmficd WIth a len!, only to show the arrangement of its several consti.
tuents. n, the pulp cavity Slightly open; c, the crusta; n, rlcntine; E, enamel.
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I

It has been already sbown that in all animals, witb which we
are familiar, there are two sets of teeth; the deciduous or tem
porary, and the permanent. The lempOm1'Y set in the ox and
shcep consists of twcnty teeth; eight of thcse being incisors
and twelve molars; fourteen of this number, tbat is, tbe eight
incisors and si..~ molars, are placed in the lower jaw, the remain
ing six occnpying the upper jaw. The number of lempom,'y
teeth in tbc pig is twenty-eight, naolel,Y, twelve incisors, fOUT

tushes, and twelve molars; a moiety of each being located in
either jaw. It may be also necessary to repeat that it is while
the temporary teeth arc being formed. tbat nature provides for
the development of the permanent, which are to replace them,
as well as for those molars which, in due time, are put up and
ad,l to their number.

The order in which the two sets succeed eacb other, together
with the cutting of the additional per!"anent molar teeth, consti
tntes dentition. To these pbenomena, as they occur in the ox,
sheep, and pig, I have now to direct the reader's attention, as a
means by which we can determine the age of these animals. Theil'
value for such a purpose will become apparent as we proceed.
This may be called the more practical part of my subject, and as
such it will necessarily require a full investigation of its several
details.

I shall direct attention, firstly, to the Dentition of the Ox.

E2
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DENTITION OF THE OX.

TUE causes of tbe fall of the temporary teelh, and the way In

which it is effectcd, will at tbe oulset require our notice. Three
principal causes are in operation togelher 10 produce tbe fall of
the temporary incisors; these are, wear, greater width of the
animal's jaw frOln increasing years, and the pressure of the ad
vancing teetb; to these some minor things might be added.

Tbat tbe fall of the temporary teetb, as a general principle,
depends more upon tbe rate of tbe development of the permanent
beneath tbem tban upon eitber their own wear or tbe spread of
the animal's jaw, seems however to be e,·ident. As tbe perma
nent teeth grow, so do tbey press upon the fangs of the temporary,
and produce an absorption of these projections, with, of necessity,
a daily diminishing firmness of their attachment to the ja.w.
It is hardly nccessary to enter at any length into an explanation
of the manner that the absorption of a tooth is eiTected. Pressure
is its great promoter. The permanent tooth whicb is imbedded
in tIle socket, by its pressure upon the pulp, interferes more or
less with tbe nutrition of the temporary tooth, and tbus predisposes
its elementary matters to unuergo a change. Besides this the
temporary tooth having sen-cd its purpose, the ba.lance of nutrition
Is turned against it. On the other hand, howcYcr, the developin~

process is steadily going on in the permanent tooth, and thus
its power as an expeller becomes daily increased.

Absorption necessarily implies pre-existing solution, but
how the solid parts of a tooth beeome fluid, or indeed those
of any part of tbe body, is not well understood. "Vitb tbe
theories of this cbange we have not to do. It appears that in
proportion to tbe quantity of tbe animal matter in the several
structures of a tootb, su is the rapidity of their absorption: thus
crusta is observed to give way quicker than the dentine, amI tbis
quicker tban tbe enamel. This difference in the rate of tbe
absorption of tbe constituents is well seen on a close inspection
of the crowns of tbe temporary teetb which have fallen from
absorption. An advantage arises from this: the enamel which
covers the tooth will be found to projeet from the edges, and thus
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to hold its connexion with the gum when the whole of the middle
part of the tooth has been hollowed out as if with a chisel.
Premature removal is thus very often prevcnted.

The influence of absorption over the fall of the temporary
teeth will necessarily be in proportion as the pressure to their
fangs is d£,·ect. In the horse ano pig the permanent incisors come
up more within the original sockets of the temporary than in
the ox or sheep, and this seems to be of itself almost sufficient
to produce the removal of the temporary teeth of those animals.
In the ox and sheep, on the contrary, from the disproportion
which exists in the size of the two kinds of teeth, and also from
the greater readiness with which the surrounding bone gives way
to the pressure, it generally happens that the permanent incisors
come up rather withollt tban within the sockets which are occupied
by the temporarJ' The temporary teeth arc therefore ,'ery often
pushed aside instead of heing expelled. The liability to this dis
placement is increased by the loose eonnexion which at this time
exists between these teetb and their sockets. These several cir
cumstances now and then lead to a persistency of the temporary
incisors, by their retaining a hold of the sunounding parts. An
instance of tbis kino is exhibited in the following engraving,
fig. 21, where we observe that the second pail' of temporary
incisors is still standing between the first and second pairs of
the permanent. In addition to this, Olle of the third pair is also
in situ, the corresponding temporary incisor of the oJ1posite side
having given way to the permanent tooth, producing thereby
an inequality in the relative number of each set.

It is a circumstance worthy of a passing remark, tl.at these
temporary teeth are not unfrequently hollow, their pulp cavity
heing opened from above by the decaying process they are slowly
undergoing. The adage that" Nature gives nothing in vain ,
is beautifully exemplified in the fact before us. These teeth
ha,'e but a temporary purpose to sen'e, and therefore, although
dentine is gradually added from the pulp to keep their wearing
surfaces solid while attrition is daily going on, their c~vity is not
perfectly obliterated by a conversion of the pulp into dentine, as
it is in the teeth of old animals. Had this been the case, the
ero.sta, to a certain extent, wonld have taken the place of the
dentine, in order that the tooth might still be nourished as a
perfect organ. Out of its propel' situation, however, the socket,
and having served ils purpose, the temporary tooth sCUl'c,ely

•
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f,'lg.21.11

obtains from the surrounding vessels sufficient nutrient matter
to maintain its yitality. Decay consequently results, and which
not unfrequently leads also to a diseased state of the gums.
These displaced teeth, likewise, from projecting forwards out of
the line of the jaw, oeeasional1y produce abrasion of the lips,
whicb will now and then interfere with the capahility of the
animal to collect his food. These arc among the things, there
fore, to which we should direct our attention when we observe
some slight impairment of the power of grazing.

To return to the causes of the shcdding of the teeth. The
removal of a temporary tooth, as an impediment to the advance
of a fully-developed permaneilt one, doubtless' favours the
process. It should be ohserved, however, that these tecth
are often, in one animal a.t least, intentionally reillovcd, and as
such thcir fall is premature. I allude to the well-known circum
stance that persons are accustomed to draw the temporary
"corner H teeth of the horse, to give this animal an apparent age
beyond his real one. vVhether such a procedure does in reality

$ Fig. :21. In this figure the secouu pair and oue of the third pail' of the tl:lI'
poral'lI inci~ors is represented as ha'\"'iug become persistent from their being pushed
aside by the permanent. Engraved from l\ specimen in the author's possession.



exert any considerable quickening process upon the permanent
teeth is somewbat questionable. There arc those in tbe Veteri
nary profession, eminent for the extent of their practical know
ledge, who hold that the cutting of these teeth is not in the least
facilitated by such an act. That the taking ont of a temporary
tooth, upon the ncar approach to the snrfaee of a permanent one,
may hasten the process, can be readily supposed; but the p"e
mal'1l1'e removal of such a tooth acting as a promoter to the de\Ce
lopment of tbe premanent is quite another thing.

The premature or accidental rmnoml of the incisors of the ox
and sheep, especially of the latter when pastured amid heath
plants, is a circumstance of common occurrence. \Vhether the
11ermancnt incisors of these nnimals arc 11Ut up earlier from
such an accident becomes an important question in deciding
upon age. Meu of obsermtion as extensi"e breeders of sheep
differ materially ou this point. On the whole, however, there
Seems but littl" groUlll] for the opinion t.hat the entting of t.he
}lermnnent incisors is hastened by such remoyal.

In competing for prizes it is hardly to be supposed that any
person would interfere with the teething of his animals, because
sneh proceedings wonld bnt defeat t.he object hud in view. Still,
with such a precedent. before us as the celebrated" Running
rein case," it is possible that the accidental loss of the temporary
teeth might be assigned as the cause of the too early existence
of the permanent. We often hear of the" bishoping" of old
horses to uecciyc an unwary purchaser; but I know of means
which would give to the teeth of the ox or sheep an appearance
of youthfulness which in reality did not belong to thel'"

The tu.~7ICs of pigs are sometimes cut off, and their stumps
hrought by a file to an unnatnral shall111f>ss, with a "iew to im
pose on persons wllO arc not conversant with the ages of these
animals. These things, howe\-er, notwithstanding the care with
which they are often done, can be easily detected.

There are few questions which ba"e a more direct influence
upou the snecess of agricultural exhibitions tban that of a prize
being obtained hy flll animal of proper age. The information
which we ha'-e hitberto possessed upon the subject of dentition
has availed us but little in disputed cases. Practice here has not
harmonised with theory. Several years since I became satisfied
that nothin" which h"d been written ul,on the llentition of either

~ .

the ox or sheep in this country coul,l be relied upon, and I

f
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resolved, by an extensive exam,ination of animals of all breeds
and under all circumstances, to ascertain what the facts were
which belonged to the process. My position in the Royal
Veterinary College first requircd this, for, heing ever desirous of
imparting practical informatiou, I felt the want of this know
ledge when speaking to the e1ass year after year on the suhject of
dentitiou. It is true that my e"amin"tions had extended over a
considerable period of time and were numerous, but from the
uncertainty which belonged to many of them, with respect to the
e""ct ages of the anim"l , I was impressed with the helief that
they were insufficient to found correct conclusions upon.

On the honour being confen-ed upon me by the Royal Agri
cultural Society uf electing me as its" Veterinary Inspector," this
subject "ssumed a more important aspect. Forthwith I deter
lnineu to examine all the animals brought togetber at the annual
exhihitions and make rccords of the facts relating to their denti
tion. This was done to some extent at the \Vindsor meeting,
but at Lewcs and Gloucester it was fully carried out. Note-book
in hand I went from stall to stall and recorded the condition of
thc animal's teeth without refcrence at that time to its stated
age. Subsequently the two things were compared and I have now
before me the notes of upw"rds of 800 oxen of certified "ge, the
condition of the teeth of c"ch standing on the opposite p"ge to th"t
which gives the age, breed, and sex of the animal. The data thus
obtained are embodied in a tabular form for more easy reference,
and will be bcreafter given.

Before proceeding to these details, however, it is right for the
better elucidation of the subject, th"t I should first bring before
my readers the observations of other persons upon the dentition
of the ox. I select for this purpose the statemeuts which are
contained in the work on cattle, published by the Society for the
Diffusion of Useful Knowledge. The writer of this, when speak
ing of tbe age of oxen as indicated by their teeth, says, that" The
mouth of the newly-born calf presents an uncertain appearance,
depending on the mother having exceeded or fallen short of the
average period of utero-gestation. Sometimes there will be no
"estige of teetb, but generally, either two ceutral iucisors will
be protruding through the gums, or they will La"e arisen and
attained considerable bulle .

" About the middle or close of the second week a tooth will he
"udell on either side, making foul' incisors. At the expiration
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of the third week, the animal will ha"e six temporary incisors or
front teeth.

"Ata month, the full number of the incisors will have appeared.
These arc t,he temporary or milk teeth. The enamel will be seen
covering the whole of the crown of the tooth, but not entering
into its composition as in the borse, and it will be observed, that
the edge is exceedingly sbarp. The only indication of increasing
age will be the wcaring down of these sharp edges, and the ap
pearance of the bony substance of the tooth beneath. The two
corner teeth will be scarcely up before the central teeth will be a
little worn, At two months, the edge of the four central teeth will
be evidently worn; yet as the wearing is not across the top of the
tooth, but a very little out of the line of its inner surface, the
edge wil1 remain nearly or quite as sharp as before. At three
months the six central teeth, and at four months the whole set
will be worn, and the central ones most of all ; but after the second
or third month> the edge of the tooth win begin to wear down, and
there will be more of a flat surface with a broad line in the centre.

" About this time a new change will begin, but ycry slowly, to
be seen, The central teeth will not only be worn down on their
edges, bnt the whole of the tooth will appear diminished, a kind
of absorption win have commenced, There will he a little but
increasing space between them, The face of the tooth will
likewise be altered, the inner edge will be worn down more than
the outer, and the mark will change from the appearance of a
broad line to a triangular shape, The commencement of this
alteration of form and diminution of size may be traced to about
the fourth month. The two central incisors at eight months arc
not abo"e half the size of the next pail', and they arc evideutly
lessened, At eleven months the process of diminution will have
extended to the four central teeth, The Yaeu ities between them
will now be evident enough. At fifteen months six of the incisors
will haye this shrunken appearance. At eighteen months
old, the cornel' teeth will not be more than half their natural size;
the centre ones will be yet more diminished, and the vaenities be
tween them will be almost equal to the width of tbe teeth.
All this while, the second set of teeth, tbe permanent ones,
ha,-e been growing in their sockets, alHl approaching towards the
gums; but not, as is said to be generally the case with other
animals, and with the human being in partieular, pressing upon
tbe roots of tbe milk teeth, and causing them to be absorbed,
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until at length, losing all hold in the socket, they fall ou!. The
process of absorption commcnces here in the whole milk tooth,
and as much in the crown or body of it, as at its root.

"The process of general diminution seems now for awhile re
tarded; it is confined to the central teeth, and they gradually
waste away until they are no larger in the body than crow-quills.
About the expiration of the second year, or a little before, the
milk teeth arc pushed out or give way, and the two central teeth
appear. The process of absorption will be suspended with
regard to the two outside pairs of milk teeth, but will be rapid
with regard to the second pair, and a little before the commence
ment of the third year they will disappear. Thus the three-year
old beast will haye four permanent incisors, and four milk teeth.

" Now the remaining milk teeth will diminish very fast, bnt they
show no disposition to give way, and at four years old there will
be six permanent incisors, and often apparently no milk teeth;
but if the mouth is examined, the tooth that should have dis
appcared, and the tooth that is to remain until the next year, arc
huddled together and concealed behind the new permanent tooth,

" At the commencement of the fifth year the eight permanent
incisors will be up, but the corner ones will he small; so that the
beast cannot be said to be full mouthed-i. c., all the inciwrs
fully up-until it is six years old." The author finishes this
account by alluding to tbe writings of otbers wbo have described
dentition as being perfected at an earlier date, and adds, "we
have no hesitation, however, in appealing to the experience of
the breeders of cattle for the general accuracy of our accoun!."·

It is evident from tbis tbat tbe author was satisfied with the eor
rect.ness of his conclusions; and as his work is reganled as the
standard one on tbe diseases, &c., of cattle, so wc cannot be sur
IJrised that bis views of dentition should bave been generally
received.

J\Iueh might be said to sbow that many of the rules laid down in
the above description are rather the resul t of imagination tban of
practical investigation, notwithstanding the confidence witb which
the anthor appeals to tbe experience of the breeders of cattle. 1
}'efrain, bowever, entirely from tbis task, rather desiring to lay
before the reader tbe facts as 1 bave found them.

To commence with the birth of the calf. The condition of
the teetb at birth is subject to great variation. It not un frequently

, Cattle, their breeds, management, and diseases,' p. 318, et seq.
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happens that as many as six of the temporary incisors have thrust
their edges through the gums, while in other cases none as yet have
made their appearance. These differences probably depcnd
rather on the variations in the periods of utero-gestation tban on
any othcr circumstance. The offsprin~, it is truc, inherits the
qualitics of its parents, and among them may be an aptitude to
arrive early at maturity; but it is stretching tbe point to infer
that such a powcr is thc truc cause of thc cutting of the teeth
while the fretus is in uteTO. This ground might probably be
defended by some; but when we see the great differences there
are in the times of gestation, it appears to me tbat here is suffi
cient to account for all the variations we observe.

The prevalent notion among breeders, that a cow carries a bull
calf longer than a cow-calf, received singular confirmation by the
experiments of the late Earl Spencer, who also showed that the
male parent influences to some extent the duration of the period
of pregnancy. If forty weeks is the average time of utero-gestation,
and some cows exceed and others fall short of it by ten days each
way, we can easily see that this ,-ery common oeeul'l'ence will ex
plain the teeth being cut 01' not when the calf is born. In this par
ticular, therefore, my opinion accords with the author of the work
on Cattle, when he says that" the mouth of the newly-born calf
presents an uncertain appearance, depending on the mother having
excceded or fallen short of the average period of utero-gestation."

The presence of four incisors at birth is, I belim-e, the rule;
more or less being an exceptional number. A t this time, also, the
outline of the other teeth, as ready to cut the gum, is distinctly
visible bencath the tissue. The third pail' is usually through by
the twelfth or fourtecnth day; but the cornel' or fourth pair
seldom penetrates the gum until about the end of the third or he
ginuing of the fourth week. By the time the calf is about a
month old, all the incisors will therefore he in situ.

Thus we find that the statements of the author of the ahove work
uo not agree with nature's proceedings. The account he has
given is fanciful in the extreme, and it is rendered the morc so
by the illustrations which accompany his descriptions. vVe have
ftgures of the moutb at birth, and at the second, third, and fourth
week, but it is not until the last named date that we can trace
even an outline of more than two teeth at birth, fa"" at the second
week, and six at the third, all of wbieh are exhibited of full
size at these respectin" pC'riods.



The eight temporary incisors of the calf are in all respects,
excepting size, the counterparts of the permanent hy which they
will he succeeded. The first or middle pair is the largest of the
set, and the corner the smallest, a gradual decrease taking plaee
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~ Fig. 22. Lower jaw of a calf one month old, natuI'31 size, showing that the
eight inc.isol's and the three temporary molars on each side of the jaw are ill silu.
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from the one to the other. These teeth by t.he end of the fourth
week from the growth of the maxillary bone, are Jess crowded
together than when first cut, although they are still obscrved to
be partially overlapping cach other.

Not only are the incisors all up by this time, but tbe temporary
molars arc also in their place. It may be again necessary to state,
that they are twelve in numher, three occupying each side of hoth
jaws (upper and lower). The accompanying engraving (fig. 22)
of the lower jaw of the calf at a month old, gi"es the general
form as well as the position and size of the incisors and
molars.

The temporary molars have many peculiarities, the chief of
which must be named, as these teeth likewise furnish impol"lant
evidence of age during the early period of the animal's life. At
birth none of the lnolars have cut the gUlll, and it is not until
the calf is a month old that they are well developed. Like the
incisors, they follow no special order of eruption, but more fre
quently than otherwise the first in position is the last to be cut.
The first and second of the temporary molars in either jaw
do not differ essentially in form from the permanent, by which
they are succeeded. If we compare, however, the teetb of the
upper jaw with those belonging to the lower, it will be found
that the two a~tcrior ones in the l::lttcr arc much smaller than the
corresponding molars of the former, still these points arc of less
practical import than otbers wbieh have to be named.

The tlti"d in position of the temporary molars in the lower jaw
varies considerably from all the others, as also from its permanent
successor. It differs likewise as greatly from the fourth in situa
tion, the first permanent which is put up, and with which it can
scarcely be confounucd even in a casual ex.amination, if the fol
lowiug particulars arc borne in mind. It is the last of all the
temporary molars which, as a rule, is renewed, and consequently
tluoughout it furnishes luuch assistance in determining it ques
tion of age. A reference to figs. 22 and 23, pages 60 and 63,
will sbow that it occupies a space in the jaw equal or even greater
than hotb the other molars together which stand before it, in
consequence of its increased width fro~ front to back, which
however would be more correctly called its long diameter. It
is composed of three main parts or lobes of a semi-cylin
drical form, having in tbe hollows bctween them, on the outer
side, two smaller portions which also rise into asperities or
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cusps. Tile lattcr, whcn the tooth is somewbat worn down, add
both to the strength of its body as well as to the irregularity of
its grinding surface.

Each of the thrce principal lobes likewise rises into cusps,
an inner and an outer, of whi9h the inner are always the highest.
In fig. 17, page 47, a representation of this molal', as removed
from the jaw, is inserted. The description there given shows how
the roughness of the face of the t.ooth is added t.o by the wearing
away of the cusps. This t.ooth being of triple form, might, for
brevity's sake, be called a tri-cusped tooth; but this, critically
speaking, is far frOlTI being correct, for originally, as we have
seen, it bas six princillul with two minor projections or cusps.

These part.icnlars suffice to distinguish the third temporary
molal' so wcll, that in cxaminations of the mouth it is quickly
recognized. By merely bem-ing in mind that this tooth has three
lobes, while both the fourth and t.he fifth molars have but two,
and that when it faUs it is renewed by a tooth similar in size and
form to them, we recognize immediately both the nnmber and the
kind of molars which occupy the mouth. It may be added that
thc form of this tooth beautifully adapts it to its office, for in tl",
act of mastication each of its projections intersect those of the
cOlTesponding molal' of the upper jaw, and thus effcctually grind
down the food which is submitted to their action.

The putting up of the temporary incisors and molars at about
a month, completes" first dentition," apd as there are now a
given number of tecth, so any addition to them will mark an im
pOl-tant stage in the further process of teething. When this
addition takes place, the temporary teeth, merely by their number,
cannot avail in our inquiries, nor can they be said materially to
do so up to that period by the slight weal' they may have undcr
gone. The general appearance of the young animal, for the first
few months, suffices to form a fair estimate of its age.

As the tcmporary incisors agree in number with the permanent,
but the temporary molars are but a moiety of the whole of these
teeth, so the addition is necessarily made to the latter. Inquirers
into the age of the ox have assigned very diffcrent dates for the
appearance of the first permanent molars. Most of our authorities
concur in saying that thcsc teeth arc cut when the animal is about
n year old. These statements, hO\Y8VC1', are far from being correct,
as thcse teeth are put up when the calf is si,< months old.

In fig. 23, we have represented a side view of one half of the

ERRATA.

Page 62, line 10 from the top, for '< tri-cu:;ped " 1'ead {< l,ri·cuspid."
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f Fig. 23. Side "iew of one half of the lower jaw of a six-montbs-old calf,
showing that the fourth molar tooth, 4 P. M., is cut. Reduced one fourth from. the
natural size.



lower jaw of a coIf, reduced one fourth from its natural size;
and it will be seen that the fourth molar, marl<ed 4, P, M, is in its
place. I have found, as a rule, that this molar in the lower jaw
is usually a little more forward than its fellow in the upper, and
that now and then it "ppears Hen hefore the sixth month. This
tooth, it will be remembered, is of less length than the third
molar, as measured from front to back, but it is wider from side
to side, giving it thereby a more proportionate outline. In
about thrcc months the fourth molars atlain an equal height with
the othcrs.

The next important stage in dentition is the cutting of thc fifth
molar in situation, the second permanent. This takcs place at
fifteen months; but as in the interim well marked changes have
come on in the temporary incisors, so it is necessary to direct
attention in tbe first instance to these.

From six to nine or ten months, the edges of the incisors, wbich
at tbe former date were rather blunted, have been gradually giving
way to attrition: this perhaps would be scarcely recognised in an
ordinar}' examination. After the latter period, however, it becomes
more and more apparent, and when the animal is a year old, the
four centrally-placed teeth, in particular, will be worn rather Oat on
their crowns. These teeth also are now beginning to show spaces
between their fangs. These cbanges are regulated part!y by the
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Fig. 24.·

• Fig. 24. Front part of !hc lower ja.w of a )'ear·old ox, showing the wear of
the incisors and their separatIon somewhat from each other. Natural size.
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system of management the young animal has received, and the
kind of food on which it has been kept, and partly by the natural
wid th of the lower jaw. If the food has been coarse and the jaw
a wide one, the incisors will be more flat and the distance
between them greatcr tban otherwise it would have been.

Tn the prcceding illustration, fig. 24, is represented the more
usual state of the incisors at it year old. 'rhe engraving is of na

. tural size, that the peculiarities may be the better recognised.
From one year we pass to fifteen months, when, as before staterl,

the fifth molar tooth is put up. This tooth docs not essentially differ
in its shape or dimensions from the fourth. Its cutting, however, at
fi fteen months, at a time that thc incisors do not offer any satis
factory evidence of the In'ceisc age of the animal, is a point of
some utility to an investigator of age. The regularity in the
periods of the appearance of the permanent molars is pretty
uniform. The fourth, as we have seen, is cut at six mouths; and
the fifth at fifteen: the si'dh follows at two years-an interval of
nine months elapsing between each. Tbis O'radation is easily re
membered. The following figure, 25, shows the fifth molar in
the act of being cut. The engraving represents one-half of the
lower jaw at fifteen months old, reduced one·third from it.s natu
ral size; this tooth being marked 5 r. M., to distinguish it from
the fourth molar, 4 r. M.

Like the fourth molar, this tooth also acquires its full height
in the jaw about three months from the time of its cutting.

Attention must now be directed to the slate of the incisor teeth
at eighteen months. In fig. 24 it was shown that at a year old
the four middle-placed incisors, in particular, gave indications of
wear, by the loss of their sharp edges and increasing flatness of
their crowns. By eighteen months this flatness has considerably
increased; it is not now, however, confined to the teeth placed in

_ the centre of the mouth, but has extended to all. The jaw of the
animal has also grown wider, thus increasing the spaces between
the teeth, so as to leave not merely their fangs apart, but likewise
their crowns. To compensate, in part, for their diminished length,
the teeth have likewise risen in their sockets; and as some of
them are soon to be renewed by the permaneut incisors, the pro
cess of absorption has commenced in their fangs. These various
causes, more or less modified in diJferent animals, gi \'e to the
mouth an appearance which is qnickly recognised.

To these indications of age have to be added a diminished
F
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Fig. 25,

Fig. 25. One half of the lower jaw of an ox 15 months old, two·thirds the
natural size, representing the fifth molar as being cut. The fourth in situation
(first permanent) is marked 4 P. J[. j the fifth, 5 P. N.
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whiteness of the teeth, the part. of their crowns whicb is exposed
being that whicb is covered by a tbin layer of enamel; tbe exist
ence also of yellowisb lines on tbcir wearing surfaces, wbich indi
cate the outline of the once open pulp cavities; and the discoloured
state of their fangs from the action of thc food and secretions of
the mouth upon the crusta.

Fig. 26 will convey many of these things to the mind of the
reader. It represents thc front part of the lower jaw at eighteen
months.

Fig. 26,-

With increasing evidence of a speedy fall of the middle incisors,
we arrive at one year and nine months. At this time the'central
incisors are often removed by tbe permanent. Tbis change
is generally observed in animals whose vigour of constitution
and powcr of arriving at early maturity has been aided by a
liberal diet. It is, thcrefore, tbat we see it principally among
our competing breeds of Short-horns, Herefords and Devons.
Such cases, however, are met with in other breeds, and even more
frequently than is generally supposed.

In thc preparation of tbe tables which accompany this dcscription,
this date has been taken as one of the standards of comparison by
which the limits of the range of dentition may be ascertained.

• Fig. 26. The front part of the lower jaw at 18 months, exhibiting the
diminislled size of the bodies of the incisors, aud the increased space between their
fangs. Natural size.

~' 2



Many oxen, however, do not put up the first pair of permanent
incisors until they have passed their second year; a fact which
at once shows that a single average table would have lJecn next
to useless in assisting our decisions in doubtful cases of age.
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Fig. 2i.'"

Very soon after penetrating the gums, these central teeth ac
quire a height equal to that represented in fig. 27. At first they
press somewhat against each other for want of space, hut this soon
yields to the altered position they ta1<e when their broad chisel
shaped crowns are clear of tbe jaw and tbeir fangs properly
located within their sockets. The thinness of the bony partitions
hetween the sockets and the spongy nature of the hone, as a
whole, often leads to the permanent incisors pressing the fangs
of the temporary closer together, so tbat these teeth will bave
a more compact appearance tban before the permanent were cut.
These tbings are more clearly mar1<ed in oxen witb a comparative
narrOW jaw, such as the Devons.

The genera1 condition of the mouth at this time is shown in
the preceding figure. It represents a front view of the lower

• Fig. 27. Front view of the lower jaw of an ox at One year and ten months old,
showing that the central pair of permanent incisors, 1, I, arc well up. Natural size.

I
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jaw of an Hereford ox at one year and ten months old.
The permanent incisors, 1, 1, are as yet not fully up, so
that the gum is embracing rather the lower part of their
crowns than their necks. Although the observation will apply
generally to all the permanent incisors, this will' be a proper
place to state that the conclusions which arc arrived at with re
spect to age, must be always regulated by the amount of tl'e 1',.0
t1'usion of these teeth from the gum, as well as by their number.

A t two .'1ew·s of age the last. addition to the num her of the
molar teeth is made hy the cutting of the sixth in situation.
This tooth follows, as bas heen previously explained, the fiftb
molar, after an interval of nine months. It being in tbe mouth
at two years, although not fully del'eloped, is a circumstance to
be kept in mind in our investigations of age.

The sixth permanent molar in the lower jaw bas many of the
special characters of the third temporary molar. Its long dia
meter exceeds that of the fourth or fiftb, but its short diameter
is only equal to theirs at its front part, decreasing gradually from
before backwards. The tooth is tberefore thicker at its front than
at its hinder part. It is also h'i-lobular, like the third temporary;
hut its lobes are scarcely so perfectly formed, or so distinct from
each otber. The bindermost one, not being of equal height with
the others, is not unfrequently concealed by the gum long after
tbe tooth is cut. DjfTerinO", however, as it does in so many llar
ticulars, the sixth molar cannot be confonnded with the otbers,
and therefore its existence in the month is qnickly detected.

The general condjtion of all the teeth at abont this time is de
picted in the annexed engraving (fig. 28, page 70). "Ye hare here
one-half of the lower jaw dissected in order to show the number
and position of hoth the temporary and permanent sets of the in
cisors and molars. It will be noticed that the three temporary
molars are still in situ, and that lying beneath their fangs are the
corresponding permanent teeth 1, 2, 3, contained wi thin their cap
sules. From the central part of each temporary tooth a portion
of mem brane contracted into the form of a small hand extcnds to
the capsule below, su pporting it as by a pedicle. These elongated
portions of membrane have been designated the fJubemaeula, the
guides or directors of the teeth into the proper passage. Todd
and Bowman, wben describing the wisdom of design, which is
ohsenahle in every stage of the process of development of the
teeth, \'Cry truly obsen'e that .• it has been supposed that the
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tI Fig. 28. One half of the lower jnw of au OX at about two years old, dissected
to shuw the condition of both the temporary and permanent teeth. nlcisor.': 1, per
manent, 2,3, .. temporary, baYing the permanent beneath them enclosed in their
capsules. Molars: 1.2,3 permanent contained within their capsules beneath the
fangs or the corresponding temporary; 4, 5, permanent molars full dc"eloped I 6,
permanent molal' eutting. Reduced one half f."om natural size.
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elongated productions of the cavities qf 1·e.~erve, which have been
carried down from the surface with the permanent tooth sacs,
serve to re-direct tbem to their proper places as they rise through
the gum. But it may be asked, what sen'ed pre\'ionsly to carry
down the tootb pnlps aright and to form these gubernacula? It
is manifest we nlust ascend to a highcr"sccondary law, to which
to refer these wonderful phenomena of life.'"

To retnrn to our explanation of fig. 28. Behind the tem
porary molars the fourth amI fifth permanent are seen, both in a
perfect state of development. Immediatcly posterior to the fifth,
the crown of the sixth is observed to be coming through tbe
gnm, its hodyand fangs being covered by the capsule, now called
the l'eI'iodental membrane. This tooth is fully up, namely, on a
le\'el with the others, by the time the animal is two years and a
<[uarter old.

In this illustration also three of the incisor teeth are seen to be
temporar)r. having t.heir permanent Sllcccssors imbedded in the
jaw beneath them, within their respective capsules. One of these
is in a state of great forwardness compared with the others, as it
is soon to be cut. The tooth marl,ed 1, is a permanent incisor,
very recently put up. The great natnral size of the jaw has re
quired that the engraving should he reduced one-half, which pre
vents many of. the peenliarities being depicted so clearly as
otherwise they might have been.

A ttention must again be directed to the front part of the
mouth. In fig. 29, in the following page, we have a represen
t"tion of the incisors at two years and jow' montlts, in a case of
early dentition. The crowns of the second pair are as yet en
circled by the gum at their lower part. In most cases these teeth
will crowd upon the first pair, and overlap their outer edges.
As time steals 011, howe,-er, by further rising frOlTI their socJ{ets
they will stand more easy in the jaw.

The temporary incisors are now much diminished. These
teeth, after the animal has completed the second year of his age,
get rapidly smaller, and chiefly from the circumstance that the
thin covering of enamel which they have about the neck is unable
to stand against the daily attrition to which they are subjected.
My note-book furnishes so many cases of the second pair of
incisors being cut at two years and a quarter, especially in 8hort-

... Physiological Anatomy, part iiL, p. 180.
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Fig. 29.'
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1,0m amI Herefor<l bulls, that I have taken this <late in the pre·
paration of the table of eady <Ientition, as the time of the cutting
of these teeth. In our Devon cattle there are fewer instances of
this, but both they and our other hrce<ls·furnish some cases of the
same kind. I have only met with about half a <lozen cases where
the second pair of incisors was cut blif01'e two years and three
months, and these were in animals certified to he two yew's and
two months old.

]l10re prizes arc offered now than formerly for the best
bulls an<l heifers 'lIlde,' two years 01<1, and it is therefore of
great importance to ascertain what is the state of the mouth
at two, an<l a little after it i-the limit in fact which belongs
to the cutting of these teeth. At a recent Agricultural
meeting a heifer was exhibited in this class, to which an
ohjection was taken. The examination showe<l that there
were fo"r incisors all well up. Satisfactory proof of the cor
rectness of the certifica.lc was therefore caned for, which having
failed to be gi"en, the animal was <lisqualified. According
to the authority quote<l in these pages, and the premiling opinion
of Agriculturists, this animal's mouth in<licated tltTee .'1ears of
age, whereas she was probably but t"lOO and a quarter. An

.. Fig. 29. Front part of the lower jaw at two ~'ears and fOllr months showing
the second pair of permanent incisors, 2,:? The tempOl'ury incisors ar~ worn to
tl1eir necks. Natural size.
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animal three months over age might he sent to compete in the
"yonng class," but it cannot be supposed that a three-years-old
animal would be.

The existence of four permanent incisors, as a general rule,
may be said to indicate two years and a half old, there being
some oxen that do not cut the second pair until after this time.
Such animals come under our second table of dentition, which
gives the average periods of tbe changes, when breed and
other unfavourable causes are in operation, '1'he case just cited,
when contrasted with the'latter named fact, will tend not only to
confirm the propriety of classifying dentition nnder two heads,
but to prove the absolute necessity of such being done.

At about two yem's and a half the two anterior molars are also
shet!, and their places occupied by the permanent. These teeth
vary with reference to the order of their fall; occasionally the

first in position is change,] before the second, but generally the
second gives place to its permanent successor before the first.
This irregularity of renewal is even greater in the sheep than in
the ox, as in tbat animal, as will be hereafter explained, the third
temporary molar will sometimes be the first to yield to its per
manent successor.

From two an,d a half to three years, the third molar of the ox
falls, amI the permanent occupies its place, thus completing the
series of changes in these teeth.

Annexed we have two illustrations of the molar teeth. The
lirst of these, fig. 30, page 74, shows that the third temporary
molal' is unchanged at two years and a half, when the first and
second permancnt are in their place. The second, fig. 31, page 75,
shows that at three years the third permanent mohr is also in situ.

The difference in the general form of the third permanent
from that of the temporary is so well shown in the illustrations,
that any special description of this tooth beyond that which has
been already given, is rendered unnecessary.

From the preceding remarks respecting the molar teeth, we find
that, during some of the most difficult periods of our correetlyas
certaining the age of the ox by his incisors, the molars afford the
assistance which is required, and that, if these teeth with the in
cisors are carefully studied, few errors will be made by an inves
tigator. The importance of the subject may justify my ]'epeating,
that the fourth molar is cut at about six months, the fifth at
fifteen, and the sixth at two years, and that each attains its level
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in the jaw in three months after these respective dales: that at
two years and a half the two anterior tcmporary molars gi ve place
to the permanent, as likewise does the third before the animal
has attained tbe thi I'd year of his age.

To retnrn again to the incisors. At two yean and tl"'ee
qUal'ters, the third pair of incisors arc frequently cnt, and as such
this date is assigned to them in thc early table. The variations
in thc putting up of these tceth being similar to the others, 1
have selccted for my illustration the mouth of a three-yean-old

J<'ig.32.-

animal, fig. 32. In this engraving these tceth arc marked 3, 3.
They are smaller in sizc even when fully developed than the se
cond pair, hnt larger, as will be seen by-anll-by, than the fourth or
corner permanent teeth. Besides there being six "broad teeth"
in the mouth at thrce years, those first put up will now begin to
show slight wear, Their enamel edge will be cut through, ex
posing the dentine and forming thercby a slight hollow imme
diately behind the reflection of enamel which covers the front
surface of the tooth. The colour of this hollow contrasts with

.. Fig. 32. Prollt pal't of the lo~er jaw at tJl1'ee year!l, showing the third pail'
of permanent incisol's ill situ. Natural size.
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that of the enamel, being of a tluker shade. I ts depth anti size
mark the amount of wear.

The two temporary teeth which are still standing are often so
reduced in sizc, from absorption and attrition, as to be overlooked
when the mouth is hurriedly examined.

From this date we pass to thTee yeaTS and a gum·ter, when, in
animals of early maturity, the fourth pair of incisors will occupy
the places of the temporary, and perfect the dentition of the ox.
These teeth, as we might expect, will offer most variations as to
the time of their cutting,

By far the larger number of oxen will not put ~hem up till after
three years and a quarter, and I have repeatedly examined animals
whose ages ranged from three and three-quarters to four years
and found these teeth in the act of cutting. On the other hand,
I have occasionally seen them in Short-horn bulls, fairly through
the gum at th,'ee yem's and a month. These things should guide
the opinion of an examiner,

If an animal is certified to be three years old, or wanting that
time by a week 01' two, and all the incisors are pennanent, it most
certainly is a propel' case [or investigation, so few are the ex
ceptions to these teeth being cut before th,'ee years and a quarter,

Fig.3:l."

'" Fi~. 33. Front of the lower jaw at three years and 4l qnarter, showing that.
the inCIsors nre ali perm3ncnt. Natnral size.
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Fig. 33, in the preceding page, gives an illustration of a "full
mouth" at three years and a quarter; so called because tbe teeth
are all permanent.

Tn these early cases of dmtition the judgment often will be
assisted by the examiner noting the amount of the overlapping of
the incisors, and which is best seen on their npper surface. Thns
tbe outer edges of the middle tecth are partially covercd by the inner
edges of the second, the second by the third, and the tbird by the
fourth or corner incisors. This overlapping of the edges of these
teeth arises from their broad and flat crowns being at tbeir height
of development wben they penetrate the gums, and from the rapi
dity witb which one pair bas succeeded another, the jaw not having
fully adapted itself to tbeir larger size. These things arc nicely
shown in the iJ)ustration of the mouth of the three years and a
qnarter old ox.

In judging of age, also, the [ulness and redness of the gums
comhiued ,';th the extent of protrusion of the incisors last cut is
to be considered. In about two months from the appcarance of
the edges of either the first, second, or third pair, these teeth will
have acquired their full de"e!opment, the second pair becoming
nearly level with the first, or the third with the second, as the
case may be. The corner incisors, however, although they rnore
quickly acquire thcir fnll size after being- ~ut, rarely gain the pro-
portionate level of the ot hers. I2<.J

"Vhen dentition is completcd, any opinion whicb is given of
age, must be dmwn from the geneI'll appearance of the animal,
rather than exclusi,'e!y from the condition of thc teeth. NC\'er
thc1ess the changes they are gradually undergoing will assist in
tbe inc]uiry. A.t four years old thc edges will be wom ofT' both
tbe second and third pairs of incisors, which will now present
a similar appearance to that described as dmoting the attrition
of the central pair at three years.

From four to five years the hollows on the wearing surface of
all the incisors will increase, and by five ycars they will have lost
the broad chisel form they bad whcn young, and there will be no
longer any overlapping of thcir edges, Fig. 34, jn the succeeding
page, gi"es a ,'cry good representation of the teeth atfLve years old,
and is inserted to fix these things more firmly upon the memory,

Increasing age after five years is indicat.ed by a diminished
height, a flut or broad wearing surface, a less cone shape of the
crowns of the incisors, discoloration of the enamel, and spaces
between each tooth.
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I may now, in conc1ucJing this part of my subject, direct the
reader's attention to the tables to which reference has been made
in the course of this description, as in them tlle foregoing state
ments are em bodied in a fann the most eas)' for reference.

DE~TITIOX OF THE Ox.

TABLE OF EARJ,Y A,rEnAGE. TABI;E OF L.·\TB .AVEnAGf';.

The Hrl»ll\nd olher Cause" f:l.youring l)cvclop-) The Oreed Rllll OllleT C'lUSCS retanling De"elop-
ment. men I.

Yeal's. :MonllJs.

H Two permanent Incisors.

YC:'lrs. :\[on018.

2 ::; Two permanent Incisors.

2 9 Six

2

3

~ FOIlI'

3 Eight

"

"

.. 2 V Fonr
".. " " Six

" ".. 3 9 Eight .. "

* Fig. 34. Incisors of a five-yc,l1'-olll ox, showing their flattened wearing surface
<1n(l diminntion of size from ::lUrition. Narnl'fl1 sile.
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By the preceding tabular arrangement it will bc seen thal, as
a rule, even under unfavourable circumstances, the dentition of
the ox is completed bcfore the fourth yCa!' of his age; a fact
which contrasts greatly with the statements of all our authors, as
also with the opinions that are generally entertaiued hy breeders
of cattle. The author of the wor,{ on the Management and
Diseases of Cattle, which has been before alluded to, thus writes:
-" At the commencement of the fifth year the eight permanent
incisors will be up, but the corner ones will be small; so that
the heast cannot be said to be 'full mouthed'-i. c., all the
incisors up-until it is si.1J years old."

On the present occasion I shall make no attempt to reconcile
these conflicting statements with the conclusions to whicb I have
arrived. It is necessary, however, to remark in this place that
although the cxamplcs of both early 'md late dentition are
selected from among our improved brceds of oxen, still the
results of the examinations have been confirmcd by the investi
gatious of the ages of other brceds. In proof of this I may
observe that the Sussex cattle which were exhibited in large
numbers at the Lewes mecting of the Royal Agricultural Society
wcre uot found to offer more exceptions to thc rules laid down
than cither thc Short-horns, Herefords, or Devons. Thc same
may he said of our other improved breeds. " \\~v'y,,,--Jv

To proceed. Among the anomalies which are lnet with in
the teething of oxen, the cutting of one tooth of a given pau,
foul' or five weeks before the other, is the most frequent. The
tooth thus put up out of regular order is likely to lead to an
error with reference to the animal's age. :i\tIy own ohservations
go to show that in most instances it is a jJ,'cmalll1'e cutting of the
one, and not a delay in the corning up of the othcr tooth which
produces the anomaly; and consequently that the animal is
younger than he appears to be at first sight. I have noticed thal
this irregularity applies far more frequently to the third and
fourth pairs than to either the first or second. A n example of
this abnormal number is given in fig. 21, page 54, where we
also find a persistency of the temporary incisors, and which
sometimes produces an impairment in the collection of the food.
These things, however, having been already explained, I pass
on to the subject of the dentition of the Sheep.

ERRATA.

Page 62, line 10 li'orn the top, /01" I' tri-cuspeu ,. "ead" tri-cuspid."

Page 80. line 23 from the top. for "jmproved" read II unimproved."
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])ENl'ITION OP THE SHEEP

As with the ox, the description of the teething of this animal
will commence at the period of its birth.

The lamb is usually horn before any of the temporar)' teeth
-incisors or lnolars-hayc penetrated the gums. In tlle calf some
of the incisors are commonly cut at hirth, as has been already
explained; and, n$ we shall see hereafter, the young pill" inva
riably bas a giveu number of teeth when born. Generally, how
ever, the first and second pairs of temporary incisors, the four
teeth most centrally situated, are cut by the time tbe lamb is a
week olel. By the niuth or tenth day the third pair usually
comes through, hut the fourth or last pair is rarely put up until
ahout the end of the fourth or beginuing of the fifth week \,yitb
regard to the temporary molars, which are three in nurn bel' on
either side of the upper antI lower jaws, these teeth are also
uncut at birth. They rrre fairly through the gums, howeYer, by
the third week of the animal's age.

A marked differcnce exists with regard to thc relati"e sizes of
the different pairs of incisors. The central teeth are broader
and longer than those of tbe second pair. The sccond pair also
excecds the size of the third, as the third pair docs that of the
fourth. In these particulars as in seyeral others, the temporary
incisors are tbc cOllilterparts of the permanent, which succeed
them. They are howe,'er yery mueb smaller than the permancnt.

The numbcr of both the temporary and permanent sets of
teeth of thc sheep is the same as that of tbe ox. Tbe tem
porary incisors are eight, and tbe temporary molars twelvp.
And when dentition is pcrfected by the changing of these
tecth and the pntting up of twelve more molars, the total number
iu both animals is tbirty-t.wo; uamely, eight incisors, and twenly
fonr molars.

The temporary molars are likewise similar in form to tbe per
manent, except being smaller. I may repeat., however, that this
is not strictly correct when applied to the thinl molar of the
lower jaw, which, like the correspolllling tcmporary tooth of the

(;
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OX ani! pig, is composed of threc principal parts or lobes blendcd
togcther.

A bout the third week of the lamh's age, the incisors, ani!
also the molars, are so well de"eloped as to enable the yonng
animal to crop the gl'3ss and to li"e comparatively independent
of its dam. Hence the propriety of so arranging the sheepfold,
as is now done by most farmers, that the lambs can pass in ani!
ant at will and cnll the hcrbage beforc the ewcs, by the shifting
of thc fold, are allowcd to come upon thc same ground.

Bcforc proceeding further in the description of the dentition
of the sheep, I may remark that but little has been written on this
su hject which is trustworthy.

The account given by authors of thc tcething of this animal
docs not i!iffer in any essential particular from the following,
which is quoted from the work entitled' Sheep: '-" The mouth
of tbe lamb newly dropped," says the author (MI'. Youall), "is
either without incisor teeth 01' it has two. The teeth rapidly
succeecl to each other, and beforc the animal is a month old he
has thc wholc eight. They continue to grow with his growth
until he is about fourtecn or sixteen months old.
Then with the same prcvions proccss of diminution which was
described in Cattle, 01' carried to a still greater dcgree, the two
ccntral teeth arc shed and attain their fnll growth when the sheep
is two years old. Betwecn two and three ycars old the
two next incisors are shed, and when thc sheep is actually three
years old the four central teeth are fnlly grown. At four
years old hc has six teeth fnlly grown, and at fi"e years old
all the teeth are perfectly developed. This is onc year he
forc'thc horse or the ox can be said to be full-mouthed. The
shcep is a mnch shorter li"cd animal than the horse, and docs
not often attain the usual age of the OX."-&

These statements have gencrally been rcgarded as bcing cor
rect. They are, h~wever, very erroneous in many respects. For
example, it is wcll lmown that sheep, c"en jf they have not been
well kept, 01' do not lJelong to the brcecls celelJrated for arriving
at early maturity, have two" broad teetL" which are well deve
loped long beforc the animal is two years old. Other inaccuracies
in this account will become apparent :IS we proceed.

Nothing perhaps can bettcr explain the necessity of a correct
Imowleclge of this division of my subject than tbe preceding ex-

• Sheep, their breeds, management, and diseases, p. 5.
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ample. The importance of protecting the rigbts of our A gricul
tural Societies, as well as those of the exhibitors, with reference
to this animal as well as others, is so self-evident that it ueeds no
comment.

To proceed. From one montb till about three months no
change of consequence takes place in either the incisors or
the molars. At this time, or rather before than afterwards, the
lamh cuts its fil'st perlllallellt molar teetb-the fourth in situation.
These teeth, as in the calf, are usually more forward in the lower
than in the upper jaw, and from possessing but two lobes they
are scarcely so long from front to back in the lower jaw as tbc
temporary molars which stand before tbcm. By this addition
of four molars the lamb has now si...."tecn of these teeth, which is
about three mouths before the calf has a similar num bel'.

In the annexed illustration (fig. 35, page 84), which represcnts
the skull of a lamb at three months of age, these molar t~eth arc
marked 4 P. M., tbe temporary being distinguished by the symhols
1, 2, 3, 1'.)1. Besides the tcmporary and permanent molars here
shown, four of the inci:>ors are also seen as occupying their place
in the lower jaw. In this animal, and likewise in t.he ox, as will
be remcmhered, the place of t.he incisors in the upper jaw is
supplied by that peculiar structure called the dental pad: t.his is
also represented in the cngr::l\-ing, and marked D. P.

The next importaut stage in the process of teething in the
sheep is the c"tting of the molars which are the fifth iu position.
This takes place when the animal has reached his ninth mont.h,
and it forms, consequently, a useful criterion to assist us in deter
mining a quest.ion of age, both hefore and after this date. The
molars are now twenty, which, added to the number of the in
cisors, gives a tobtl of twenty-eight teeth.

At nine months the incisors ofi(~l' but few facilities in ascer
t.aining the :lnimal's age.. Tn most cases, they will have reached
tbeir acme of development; and in somc few, where the sheep
have been kept on heath land, they will begin to give evidence of
slight wear, Much of the condition, therefore, of these teeth at
this time, will depend on the food and management of tbe animals.

Although the fifth molar does not differ in any essential particu
lar from tbe fourtb, I have thought it right to insert an engra.ving
representing the cutting of this tooth, that each stage in the pro
gress of dentition may be recorded in the way best suited to
impress the facts on the memory.

G 2
..
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Fig. 35.'"

. ~ Fig. 35. The skull of a lamh three 111.onths old, natural si7.c, sho·willg the
('lilting of the first })crm(IiIMt molal' teeth. These teeth being the fourth in
posilion nrc marked it P.)!. 1,2, 3, the temporary molars; D. P. the dental pad
which snpplies the pluce of upper incisol' teeth.
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Both the fourth and fifth molar teeth consist of two mam
parts or lobes blended together, as seen in fig. 36. Each tooth,
therefore, when first cut, has four cusps of enamel, of which
the inner are always the highest in the lower teeth, and the
outer in the uppel', It is, however, to be remembered that the
points of these cusps are soon worn away, and that consequently
each of them is thus made to form two ridges of enamel, and
thereby to give to the tooth eight elel"ations of this subslance, of
,-arvinA' height, instead of four. It is somewhat necessary that

Fig. 36."

f

. * Fig. 30. Lo'Wcr jaw of a lamh ninc months old. showing (he fifth molar cut
ting. 4 nnd 5 al'e permanent. molars j 1, 2,3, tcmpol":lry.



t.hese t.hings should he repeat.ed in this place, because the degree
of wear of the teeth is one of the means by which the judgment
is often assisted; and this is shown by the distance which
intervenes between the external aud the central ridges of enamel.
The value of this fact will be seen the more when I state that
the animal uow passes nine months of his life without any addition
heing made to the numbel' of his teeth, the .,i.ril, molar not coming
up until he is eighteen months old. Conjoined with the eon
ditiou of the incisors, the times of the cutting of the fifth aud
sixth molars will he found of much use in our practical investi
gations into the age of the sheep, and more especially between
the dates abovenamed.

From about teu months, a closc inspection shows that changes
arc being wronght in the incisor teeth. Some of them havc
prelly well served their purpose. The jaws of the "nimal have
grown wider, and room is thereby made for the pennanent teeth
to come up. The fangs of the central pai,. are beginning to be
absorbed from the pressure of the bodies of the permanent be
neath them, and they have consequently a less finn hold of their
sockets than before. The crowns of all the teeth are diminished
from attrition, which gives thcln an a.ppearance of standing wide
apart, but far less so than in the ox wheu his temporary incisors
are about to fall. The indications of advancing age gradually in
crease, so that by the time the animal is a ycar old the mouth
will bavc the appearance seen in fig. 37.

I may rcpeat hcre that which was stated with reference to this
condition of the temporary incisors of the ox, namely, that the
gradual advance upwards of the incisors to maintain their original

86 DEllTITTOX O~' THE SHEEP.

Fig. 3; ,•

., Fig. 37. Front pari of the lower jaw of a she.. ]) at a yenr oItl, 5howing that
the incisors are 'Worn tlat, and that spact.'s exist between c:len of their f:logs, althongh
their crowns are still in contact. with each other. Natnral size j seen from above.
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height leads to the fangs being exposed, anel is, therefore, among
t.he muses of t.he widt.h exist.ing between these teeth. An atten
tiye examination will often show, in sheep of this age, a space
between each fang, while the faces of the teeth may be in close
contact with each other.

A t a year old, even greater changes than those just named will
occur in some sheep, as they will now cut lhejirsl pa;,' '!fpel'ma
71elll incisors. These are unquestionahly cases of early teething,
but they are far from heing unfrcquent.

It is matter of grcat practi"al import for us to decide, if pos
sible, whether any of the established breeds of sheep arc likcly
to cut the first or central pair of teeth earlier than others, ami
what other causes besides breed m"y hasten the process.

With reference to the former part of this inquiry, it may be
affirmed that CotslVold sheep, as a rule, have their first penna
nent teeth before either Southdowus, S lll'opshire, or Hampshire
downs. Leicesters tread so closely on the heels of the Cotswolds,
that it is only by comparing numbers tlJat any decision can be
come to with regard to this question; but when this is done,
Cotswolds arc fonnd to be the earl iest in their dentition. How
much of this may depend upon a n'1turally large frame, '1nd a
general incre'1se of the size of this ,",'riety of breed o,'er the others,
and how much upon t.he elTort.s that have been successfully made
to bring such animals to' early nlaturity, are matters requiring an
extended ser,es of experiments of feeding, &c., to decide. It is,
howe"er, but with facls that we have now to deal.

An opinion prevails pretty generally among sheep-breeders
that ram lambs cut their first pair of permanent teeth before ewe
lambs. Tn our examinations this sbould be borne in mind, and
allowance always lnadc in cases where the pOil1t to he decided is a
nice one, as it frequently bappens to be at this particular period
of the animal's life. It must be obselTed, bowe,'er, tbat sex bas
not so great an inAuencc as is commonly supposed. T find, in
comparing Sontbdown cwe with ram hoggets which hm'c been
bred and reared on the same f"rm, tbat there is but a ,'ery
slight difference in fayonr of tbe young rams.

On the following page is inserted an engraving of the front part
of.tbe j"w of a year-old sheep from" specimen of early teething.
The central pair of incisors, lnarked 1, 1, give evidence, when
compared with tI,e hcight and size of the temporary teeth, of
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having been very recently put up. Tbe frequency of the cutting
of the first pair of permanent incisors at a year old, by sheep of
all breeds, has lea to my taking this as one of the standards of com
parison in the table of eal'l.'J dentition which is attachea hereto.

It will be found that the majority of sbeep do not cut these teeth
till they are about fifteen months old. The chief object of a
tabular arrangement would, howe,'er, have been defeatecl, e,'en if
fourtecn months had been flxcd upon as the avemge time. The
judge at a cattlc-show might hesitate to award the prize, if he
found a tweh'e or thirteen months' old sheep with two" broad
teeth." The variations in the teething of sheep, as in the
ox, ha\'e required that they should be redueea to two sland
ards of comparison rather than one, and therefore in the first
table the times of tbe earliest dentition are given as I have found
them, in t.aking one breed wit.h another.

At fifteen months, when, as just remarked, the greater nrunber
of sheep cut their first permancnt incisors, it must be remem
bcred that the animal has five molars on either side of the jaws,
and that tleo of these are permanent. As this is an important
period in the history of the dentition of the sheep, I add, as with
the ox and pig, a view of one half of the lower jaw, dissected to
show tbe true eonaition of both tbe incisors and the molars.

It will be notiecd in this illustration that one of the first
pair of permanent incisors (marked I, fig. 3D) is well up, and tbat
one of the second pair, 2, is so far developed as to be soon cut.
The other two incisors are as yct "ery small, ana are situated, as

it Fig. 38. 1"ront part of the lower jaw of a sheep, one year old, showing two
permanent incisors: 1, 1. Natural size, seen f,'om aboyc.
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Fig, 39.-
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.. Fig. 39. Que half of the lower jaw of a sheep 15 months old, dissected to
show thc condition of hoth the incisors and molars at this date. I, permanent
incisor cut; 2, permanent incisor in it, capsule; 1. 2, 3, tempornry molars with the
pel'mancnt beneath them in their capsules; 4 and 5, permanent molars up j 6, the
last molar enclosed by its capsule. Natural size.
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seen in the figure, a little a.bove the second inti SOl'. The three
anterior permanent mola.rs are lying in their capsules-at the roots
of the corresponding temporary teeth, each occupying about the
same height in the jaw; a. circumstance which explains the fad
that the temporary molars, as in some other anima.ls, arc changed
nearly all together. 4 and 5 arc permanent teeth; the first oLthem
was cut at three months, and the second at nine. At this time
(fifteen months) they greatly exceed the otbers in size, but when
the anterior molars arc fully developed this difference will be
less ohservahle. 6 is the last molar, also contained in its eapsnle
and in a state of great forwardness, as it will be ent in ahout
three months from this date.

Allusion may here ,'ery properly be made toMr. Youatt's account
which has been before quoted. He says that the incisors of the
sheep" grow with his growth until the animal is about fourteen
or sixteen months old. Then, with the same previous process of
diminution which was described in cattle, or carried to a still
greater degree, the two central teeth arc shed and attain their full
growth when the sheep is two years old."

By way of contrast to this, it may be obselTed that many
sheep at eighteen mOl1ths old will have cut tbe second pair of
permanent incisors. Refore, however, I proceed to exemplify
this, it is right to quote again from i\'J r. YouaU, as it seems
that the writings of other persons obliged him to qualify the
preceding st"tements, and therefore he adds that which is per
fectly correct: "In examiniug a flock of sheep there will
often he very considerable differeuces in the teeth of the hogs
or the one sheal's; in some measure to be accounted for lJy a
difference in the time of lambing, and likewise by the general
health and vigour of the animal. There will also be a material
difference in flocks, attributable to the good or had keel' they
have had. Those fed on good land, or otherwise well kept, will
take the start of others that ha"e heen half starved, and renew
their teeth some months sooner than those." fIe continues l

"There arc, however, exceptions to this; l"vlr. Price· says that a
Romney Marsh hog was exhibited at fhe show fair at Ashford
weighing fifteen stones of 14 lhs. each, the largest eyer sbown
there of that hreed, and that he bad not one of his permanent teeth,
There are also irregularities in the times of renewing- the teet.h,

* Price on Sheep Gr32ing, p. 84.
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not to be accounted for hy eithcr of these circumstances; in fact,
not to be accounted for hy any known circumstances relating to the
breed or thc keeping of the sheep." Mr. Youattfollows up these
remarks by quoting some cases of irregular dentition; but to
comment on these would draw me too much from my suhject.

l''ig.oIO.·

• Fig. 40. One half of the lower jnw at 18 months, repreS(;uring the cutting of
the last molar tooth. Natural size.
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The general tcnor of the preceding observations is sufficient
to show th~ impracticability of reducing all these variations in
the t~ething of sheep to one stan<hrd rule.

To return. At eighteen months of their age most sheep will
cut the si:rtlt molar tooth, marking another important stage in the
progress of dentition, and one which is of considerable im
portance when practically considered. Many animals, however,
at this date are still without the second pair of permanent incisors.
If, on the contrary, thes~ teeth should be in the mouth andllea,.zy
on a level with the first pair, and the sixth molar not cutting hut
well up, such would be a proper case for im-estigation, if the
animal were certified to he only eighteen months old.

The preceding ill ustration, fig. 40, represents the cuttin.,! of the -'
sixth molar, and also the general state of the mouth at this time
in a case of early dentition. It will he noticed that th~ second
pair of permanent incisors is of small size, and that the ante
rior molar teeth are all temporary.

As is the case with regard to the cutting of the first pair of
" broad teeth," so with the second, namely, that many sheep do
not put them up until three months after oth~rs. A yem' and
t1"'ee qum·te,·s is to be tallen as the avel'ao-e time when sheep will
cut their second pair of permanent incisors. But instances are
not wanting of sheep being nearly two years old, before these
teeth are in the mouth. In fig. 41 is shown the app~arance of
the teeth under ordinary circumstances at a year and three

FI~. 41.-

;;: Fig....1. Front part ~f the lower jaw ,of:, sheep one yeaI' and three qual'ters
oM, show iug the secoLltl pall' of permanent IIlC1SOrS, 2, 2, in Si/.Il. Natural size.
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quarters old, the second pair of permanent incisors 2,2, being up,
hut not as yet fully deyeloped.

Tn further explanation of the dentition of this animal we
come again to the molars. Our last illustration of these teetll
(fig. 40, page 91) showed the sixth moJar cuttin.q at eightecn
months. This tooth attains its proper height by thc timc the
sheep is two years oJ,J.

Aftcr the cutting of the sixth molal', the three temporary
moJars arc replaced by the permanent, They are rencwed
nearly all togethcr, and ,10 not appear to follow any definite
order in giving placc to their sucecssors. Flwjuently the
second falls before the fi"st, but the third is rarcly changed
before cithcr of the other two. In the annexed illustration
(fig. 42, page 94) we have exhibited one-half of the lower jaw of
a sheep at two years of age. Here it will he seen that the sixth
molal' has gained the level of the others, and that the two
anterior temporary molars are replaced by the permanent.

The third temporary molal' in this illnstration is rcprescnted
in the act of giving place to its successor. The central part of
the body of tbe tooth has become absorbed from the pressnre of
the one beneath it, but npon this tooth, the crown of the tem
porary molal' adheres, being confined in that situation chiefly
by the hold it still hos with the gum. Subsequent to these
changes being perfected, whicb is usually by two years and a
quarter, the molal' teetb can only assist our judgment by onr
ascertaining the amount of wear which they have undergone.
This, as previously explained, is shown by the comparative
flabless of tbeir surface, and the width between the onter amI
inner reflections of tbe enamel.

To return to the incisors. . From two years we corne to two
and a quarter, wben the earliest cases of six permanent incisors
arc found. The third pail' of permanent teeth does not, even in
sheep of em'ly dentition, succeed the second pail' in the same
order of time as those teeth did the first pail'; tbere being si:7: montbs
onJy between tbe cutting of the first and the second pail', but
ni11e montbs between the second and tbe tbird. I t is somewhat
difficult to account for this difference. It may be tbat the small
size of the jaw of tbe animal, and tbe great amount of room
required by the perfecting so quickly of the first and second
pairs, together with the coneenb'ation of the developing proccss
in them, that the growtb of tbe tbird pair is retarded, and that

•
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thus the break iu the regulority is prouuced. In sheep of late
dentition, as bas been explained, the second pair of permanent
incisors is not in tbe mouth till two years; and in these same

Fig. 42:'"

* Fig.42. Side view of the lower jaw of a sheep at two years old i showing the last
molar Oil a level with tile others, the two anterior (empol'ury molars replaced by
permanent, and the third ill the act of being changed, pat't of its body still adhering
to the gum and capping the uppci'snl'facc of the permanent tooth. Natural size.
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animals thc thi"d pail' is somctimcs not cut till about two ycars
and three quartcrs-adding to the difficulty of forming a corrcct
opjuion upon a few examinations, and without standanls of com
pansan.

Fig. 43 gives a view of the front part of the lowcr jaw of a
sheep at two years and a half old, the intermediate pcriod between
the dates which are cited.

Six permanent incisors are here seen to bc well up; thc rela
tive sizc of each of the thrce pairs is also nicely depictcd.

Fig. 43.*

To come to the cutting of tbe fourth pail', the last of the serics.
Another nine mont.hs will sometimes elapse between the cutting
of the third and the fourth pair. During this period, from the
daily att,.i tion which is going on, the four central teeth will giI'e
incrcased evidence of wear. They will in many instances be flat
on their surface, 01' it may be that this .is worn into hollows. The
amount of change from this cause wil1 neccssarily be regulated
by the system of management which has been plll'sued, and the
kind of food upon which thc animals havc been kept. Evcn
in sheep whicb havc bcen mangcr-fed, weal' will bc· apparent, and
also not unfrcquently an open space will exist bctween the fangs
of the central pail' in particular, from the rising of thc incisors
in tbcir sockets to compensate for their diminished length.

In many districts, as on the heath lands of N orf01k, it often
happens that long before the permancnt comer incisors are put up,
the centrally-placed tecth arc broken across tbcir bodies, by thc

.. Fig. 43. Front view of the lower jaw at two years and ~ half, showing that
the third pair of permancnt teeth, 3, 3, arc in situ. Natural size.
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rough plants on wbich tile shce}) graze. Such :1lliliials are called
"crones," 3 term wLich is clearly derived from x,pOliOS-, age, al
though in truth it cannot be said that these sheep are really old.

The Norfolk heath-land farmer has to look well to his floel"
and to draft such sheep, as tbey daily lose condition and "alue.
When remo"ed into other districts wbere tbey can live on good
grass-land, and have" manger food," these a.nimals are however
profitable both for breeding and otber purposes. Tbey ne"ertbe
less require great care; but, with this, "broken-mouthed ., ewes
arc not unfrequently kept for breeding purposes until they become
ten, tweh-e, or fi fteen years old, as we see in Leicestersbire and
other counties. There is this important difference, however, be
tween the old sbeep of Leieestershire and the" cruncs" of i\'orfol k,
namely, that in the one instance the incisors have been gradually
worn away, wbile in the other they ha"c hefJl prematurely forced
out or broken off. A brokcu incisor oftcn leads to displacement
of tbe other teetb near to it. It will also occasioually lacerate tbe
(lental pad, and el'eu not un frequently work its way through the
substauce of tbis pad down to the bone itself. Such thiugs as these
rpquire the especial attention of tbe purchaser of Norfol k " crones."

To return to the time of the cutting of the fourth pa ir of per
!llaneut incisors. It bas been alre:llly said that these teeth succeed
the tbird pair after an interml of about nine months, which
brings the sheep of early dentition to tlu'ee yem's, and tbat of
late to tln'ee yean and si.>: months. The following figure gives
the appearance of the moutb at any intermediate period, namely,
three ycars and a quarter. All the permancnt teeth are now in
their placc, the last pair cut being marked 4, 4 (fig. 44). It is not,
howe"er, to he supposed that ,,11 sheep will be "full moutbed"
even at three years and a half. There arc some exceptions to
this, for a greater irregnlarity upon the whole attends the time of
the euttilig of the foueth pair than of any of the otbers.

Allowing tlJ:\.t there arc occasional cases where these teeth are
not in the mouth until four ye<trs old, we still sce that with these
late exceptions, which do not affect the interests of' our Agri
cultural shows to the same extent as tbe early instances of teeth
ing, that the dentition of the sheep is completed a year before
it is said to be by our authors. Mr. Youatt writes, as we have
seen, "tbat atfolll' years old the sheep has six teeth fully grown,
and atfive ycars old all the teeth arc perfectly developed."

In conclusion, it should be stated that the foregoing account
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Fi~. 44.-

of the teething of the sheep, is the result of long investigation of
thc subject, and "hich has not been arrivcd at from prize animals
exclusively. These sheep fortunately have furnisher] corrcct
dates of age as well as facts of dentition, while other animals
of all breeds, and under all circumstances of keep, have furnished
facts with an approxilnation only to age.

To assist the inquirer into this subject I close the dentition
of the sheep by inserting the two tab]cs to which reference has
been so frequently made in the course of this exposition.

DENTl'l'ION OF THE SHEEP.

TABLE OF EARLY nr·lNTll'IOK.

Years, Months.

o Ccntml pail' of temporary
incisol's replaced by
permanent.

6 Seconel pai.r

o Fourth "

TABLE OF LATE DE~TJTJON.

Yearii. !ITOllths,

4 '1'\'10 permanent incisor!'>,

2 0 Foul'
" "

, 2 9 Six
" "

'I
II

3 6 Eight
" "

"

"
"

"

"
"

"
3 Third

3

2

I now prncee'l to a description of the teething of the an;ma.l of
which I have laslly to speak, namely, the pig.

.J Fig. 44. Front view of lower jaw at three years and :1 quarter, the fourth
pair of incisors, 4, 4, being cut, thus completing dentition. The central pair give
evidence of slight wear, and from l'is;ing in the lOockets an open ~pace is seen
between their f~ngs. Natnnd f'lze.

IT
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DENTITION OF THE PIG.

T"'E importance of a knowlcdge of the teething of Pigs is but
little, if any, less than that of the Ox or Sheep. Perhaps we
should not be far wrong in Sk'\ting, that in several respects it is
even of greater moment that the agricultural public should be
well informcd respecting the evidences which the tccth of the pig
afforel in determining the age of the animal. .

The paucity of precise information which hitherto has e"isted
upon thc dentition of the pig, has doubtlcss led to many of these
animals bcing exhibited at Agricultural shows, whose correct age,
if known, would justly have led to their disqualification. Besides
this, it has also happened, and from the same cause, that many
pigs have been objecteel to and hence excludc.1 from compcting
for prizes for which thcy could have lcgitimately contended. Opi
nions of their age have been bascd almost cntirely on the amount
of thc development of the tusbes, and when these tceth have
happened to be either largc or early formed, the animals have been
put aside as being ahove the age stated in the owner's certificate.

Tbe improvement of our several breeds of pigs bas of late
years received, and very properly so, much attcntion from those
to whom Agriculture is greatly indebted for her advanccment.
Thc result of these efforts has been that we now possess several
breeds which not only vic with cach other in the rapidit.y with
which they arrive at maturity, but also in thcir beauty of form,
as wcll as in their aptitude for carly fattening. "Ve havc there
fore, as in cattle, to invcstigate these causes of improvemcnt, with
a view to determine their effects on the dentition of the pig-or
rather, perhaps, to master the facts which appertain to the
t.eething of our established breeds.

There exists, as we have seen, amid great diversity of opinion,
but little on which we can rely; still, however, it is necessary to
give the statements of other writers upon this interesting subject.

The most lengthy description of the dentition of this animal
with which I am acquainted-but nevertbeless, from its numerous
errors, a very unsatisfactory account-is the one given by Mr.
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¥ouatt. He says, in his work on 'The Fig,' quoting from
Girard's 'Tmite de I'Age du Cochon,' that the hog is born
with two molars on each side of the jaw. By the time he is three
or four months old, he is provided with his incisive milk teeth
and the tushes; the supernumerary molars protrude between the
fifth and seventh month, as docs the first back molar; the second
back molar is cut at the age of about ten months; and the third
generally not until the animal is three years old. The upper
corner teeth arc shed at ahout six or eight months, and the lower
ones at about seven, nine, or tcn months old, and replaced by the
permanent ones. The milk tushes are also sbed and replaced
between six and tcn months old. The age of twenty months,
amI from that to two years, is denoted by the shedding amI rc
placement of the middle incisors, or pincer.~, in both jaws, and
thc formation of a black circle at the base of each of the
tushes. At about two years and a half or thrce years of age, the
adult middle teeth in both jaws protrude, and the pincers are be
coming black and rounded at the ends.

" After three years the age may be computed by the growth of
the tushes ; at about four years, or rather hefore, the upper tushes
begin to raise thc lip; at five they protrude through the lips; at
six years of age the tushes of the lower jaw begin to show them
selves out of the mouth, and assume a spiral form. These
aec!uire a prodigious length in' old animals, and particularly in
uneastrated boars, and as they increase in size they become
curved backwards and outwards, and at length are so crooked
as to interfere with the motion of the jaws to such a degree that
it is necessary to cut off these projecting teeth, which is done
with the file or with nippers.''''

Such is the history of dentition of the pig as given in the
priucipal work we possess on the diseases, &c. of this animal,
and which with the mer,e opinions of those persons who may have
examined a few pigs, eitber of their own breeding or otherwise,
constitutes nearly all the information we have on the subject.
To point out the numerous errors, even in the foregoing ex
tract, would draw too much on the reader's patience, and therefore
I proceed to more important matter.

First, I may observe, that finding so little to guide my inves
tigations on which reliance could be placed, I resolved to study tbe
teething of this animal from the period of its birth onwards until

.. Youatt 011 tile Pig, p. 71.

H 2
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the permanent set of teeth should be completed, and to marl;
the changes these organs Inight afterwarus undergo, depending
either on wear or increasing age. In carrying out this resolve I
have ayailed myself of the opportunities afforded me of examin
ing these animals at the meetings of t.he Royal Agricult.ural
Society, and of comparing the state of their dentition with their
certified ages. Besides this I have from time to time inspected
the herds of several of the principal exhihitors at our annual
caUle shows, aud who, as such, luwe kept properly arranged
entries of the births of their animals. In addition T have
also collected a mass of interesting facts by repeated attend
ance at the slaughter-houses of the metropolis, and haye pro
cured from this and other sources specimens of the skulls of
pigs from hirt.h to a very advanced age. Upon the whole t.he
conclusions arrived at wit.h regard to t.he dentition of t.he pig, as
an evidence of its age, have been drawn from the examination of
upwards of 500 animals of attested ages, which will probably be
considered as a sufficient basis on which to found opinions.

To proceed :-The incisors of the pig, when perfected, differ
more from each other in shape and size than do those of any
other domesticated animal. Their position also in t.he upper
and lower jaws is varied; those in the upper jaw are vertically
placed. while those in the lower have a procumbent direction.
Fig. 45, in the following page, represents the permanent incisors
as removed from their sockets in a two-years' old pig: the teeth
in the upper row belong to the corresponding jaw, as do those
in the lower row. The letter M denotes the two middle or
centrally-placed pairs, L the lateral, and c the corner. A simple
inspection of the illustration is sufficient to point out the great
differences in the form and dimensions of these teeth, rendering
therefore a further description of them unuecessary in tbis place.

Unlike both the ox and sheep, the pig is born with a given
number of teeth which have cut the gums. These are always eight,
and are well dcvcloped: four of them are situated in the uIJper and
four in the lower jaw. They have very much the appearance of
small tushes-a fact which the engraving, fig. 46, page 102, very
correctly represents. It will be ohserved that these teeth, which
I have named thefretal incisors and tushes, partly from the cir
cumstance that the place of the former is subsequently occnpied hy
the corner incisors and that of the latter by the permanent tushes,
are sit.uated hy the sides of the mouth, and consequently they do
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not injure tbe nipple of tbe sow when it is grasped by the young
animal in the act of stH'king. In conncxion with the position of
these teeth is an interesting fact with regard to the tongue of tbe

Fig.~5."
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young pig, l"lost persons are aware that when the pig lays hold
of the nipple, he is with some difJiculty removed, and that c"en
wben the sow rises, the young creature will often be found hang
ing to Ihe teat. This is p'ntl)' pxplained b), the circumstance
that the tongue is fringed npon its border, and as, in the act of
sucking, the organ is doubled along its middle, so these fringes
arc brought into sncb a position that tbey can partially overlap the
nipple aud produce tbe gmsping power alluded to. It is also pro-

'* Fig. 45. Pcrmauent incisors of the pig, removed from their sockets. l\J )1,

the middle pair of the uPPcl'and lower jaw; L L, the lateral j and c c the (,OI'uer.
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hahle that by tws peculiar condition of tbe tongue the teats of the
sow are furtbcr protected against injury from these pointed teeth.

Flj!. 46 •

At one month old important additions nre made to the fret'll
teeth. Tbe young animal at about this time puts upfolL7' incisors,
which are situated directly in the front of the jaws, two above and
two below. These belong to the temporary or deciduous set, and
are miniature portraits of those teeth whicb will succee,l them.

In fig. 47, which gives a side "jew of the skull at a month

Fig.47.t

f# Fig. 46. Skull of the pig at birth, seen on the left side. F. I. denote the
f<cwJ incisor, and F. T. the fretal 01' temporary tush. This and all tIl(' suc,
ceeding figures arc of natnnli size.

t Fig...17. Skull of the l)ig, onc Illollth oM, showing in addiliou to th~ fectal
teeth ll. I., the middle incisors; and T. Jf., the temporal)' molars.
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old, two of these incisors are seen, one in either jaw-upper and
lower.. They are marked M. I., denoting middle incisors. Al
though placed in front, these teeth are at first so little del'e1oped
that no injury to the teat of the sow is likely to be done by them.
vVithin a few weeks their increase of sizc enables the young ani
mal, by collecting its own food, to live comparatively independent
of its dam, and hence arises the fact that young pigs can he safely
weaned when about six 01' seven weeks old.

Besides the cutting of the central incisors at this period, the
young pig bas now three tempomry rnolm's on either side of each
jaw, ~'. M., fig. 47. The first of these in situation is generally less
forward than the others, and not unfrequently at a month old this
tooth has hardly cut the gum. It is also to be noted that thc third
deciduous molal' of the lower jaw agrees in form with the cor
responding tooth of the ox and sheep, having three 'semi-cylin
drical lobes.' In tbe prcceding illustTation it is seen to occupy
a space grcater than tbat possessed by the othcr two molars, and
it will be ohserved how beautifully this increase of size adapts
its cusps to fit between those of the upper molar teeth.

At three months of age two more temporary incisors arc added
to each jaw, mak.ing, exclusive of thcfmtal cOJ'ner tectb, four in the
lomer jaw, as rcpresented in fig. 48, wherc these tecth arc marl,ed
L. I., signifying lateral incisors. The full number of temporary in
cisorsis now complete, and the' jaws WlJC'1l examined seem to he
fairly fillcd wil.h tecth. The middle incisors, as well as the (eelal
('orner teeth, and also the temporary tushes and Inolars, are hy

Fig.4S."

M , •

., Fig. 48. The anlcdor part of the lower jaw of a three months' old pig,
showlIlg the frel .. l and the temporary teeth. i'll, 1., middle; 1... 1.. lateral illCisoJ'5.
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!
this time sufficiently grown, that tbe young animal can be safely
left to "shift for himselL" No difficulty can exist in judging of
the age of thc pig at this datc: 'first dentition,' as it has been
called in medical language, being perfected.

From three to six months the size of the teeth' increases with
increasing age. At about six months the temporal'} incisors of the
lower jaw, which are always longer but narrower than those in the

-upper jaw (see fig. 45, page 101), will likewise bave attained their
greatest length. After tbis period the incisors will begin sensihly
to diminish in length from the daily attrition to which they are
exposcd. The ultimate amount of this diminution, as well as
the rate of its progress, will very much depend on the system
of management to which the animal is exposed, as also on the
quality of food on which he is kept. The coarser the food and
the more the pig has to shift for himself, the greater will be the
wear of these teeth, and the shorter consequently will they
become. The other changes marking the attainment of six
months of age belong to the molar teeth, but in a practical point
of view they are of the first importance.

" At ahout this time, in most animals, but not in all, a small tooth
comes up on either side of the lower jaw behind the temporary
tushes, between them and the molars, and in the upper jaw
di"ectZ'I infro"t of the molars. These teeth have a very pointed
appearance (sec P. M., fig. 49), and they have'in consequence
not unfrequently been mistaken for the permanent tushes,
especially in tbe lowCl' jaw. The pig has therefore heen
thougbt to be older than he really is, and ohjeetions have been
taken to the correctness of the owner's certificate. An error of
tbis kind is more likely to be made should tbe temporary tushes
he either broken off near to the gum or worn away-circumstances
of very common occurrence in pigs of this age.

Many persons who call themselves practical have asserted
that the pig cuts his tush at six months old. Such, however,
is not the case. As we have seen, it is these p"emolars which
have been mistaken for the tushes.

Other interesting particulars likewise belong to these teeth.
Professor Owen has applied the term In'emolal's to the teeth
which succeed the t.emporary or deciduous set of molars. He
limits the ordinary word molar to those teet.h which arc not pre
ceded by similar ones. The term p"emolar is therefore intended
to signify the pre-existence of other teeth in the situation of these
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molars. AftC']" <.lesc.ribing the temporary incisors of the pig, he
thus writes: "The other teeth of the first set are the deciduous

Fig. 49·

inolars, tbe teeth which displace and succeed them "ertically arc
the premolars, the more posterior teeth which arc not displaced
by vertical successors :lre the molars properly so called." t Now
the teeth of the six months' old pig, to which the reader's attention
has been especially drawn, aI'e not ,.enewed. They may therefore be
correctly called permanent teeth, and as such they are true molars.

In the horse we ha"e the analogues of the premolars, called in
t.his animal 'the wolfs teeth.' It is probable that this name has

~ Fig. 49 gives a lnteral ",'jew of the lower jaw of n pig six months old. P. ~L.
the premolar j -l M. the fourth molal' in silUation, but the first permanent which
is put np

t Cyclopedia of Anatomy and Ph)'siology, "01. iv. p. 903.
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been given to tbem from tbe circumstance of tbeir being small
in size and tush-like in form; the tush being designated the
canine (dog's) ~ooth.

The ox and sheep will also now and then be found to possess
a similar teeth, adding to the riormal nwnber, and hence termed
in these animals the supernumerary molm·s. The existence of
these teeth, however, in the borse, ox, and sheep is an exception,
but in the pig it is the rule, there being comparatively few of
these animals in which they arc not found. The premolan of the
}lig, wolfs teeth of tbe horse, supe1'l!wnerar.'1 molars of the ox and
sheep, are never renewed in any of these animals, if they should
be removed -naturally or be surgically extractcd, thns agreeing
in this particular with the pef!nancnt tectb.

It will be observed that, although not strictly correct according
to Professor Owen's definition, I have retained the term p,'omolm's
for these teeth, and which I have been indueed to do bemuse
they stand in the front of or before the other molars. I have like
wise adopted our usual veterinary nOlTIcnclature in designating
the other molars temporary and permanent. Sometlllng like this
arrangement was required, it being necessary to mark in an
especial manner these partieular teeth from the importance which

evidently belongs to the period of their cutting.
I have now to direct attention to another practical fact which

wiJllikewise assist an investigator into the age of pigs, namely, the
putting up of the first permanent molar at the age of six months.
This tooth is marked 4 P. M., in fig, 49, page 105, because it is the
fourth in situation. As one of these teeth exists now on either
side of both the upper and lower jaws, an addition of four teeth
is evidently made at this period.

To proceed :-At nine months old, or I-ery near to this date, the
pig bas other important changes taking place in his teeth. The
fretal incisors and tushes, which rarely fall before this period,
notwithstanding they be worn to the gums, now give place to the
permanent incisors and tushes. Thus we see that the first per
71la,;ent incisor is a corner tooth; the pig differing altogether
from our other domesticated animals in respect to the renewal of
the corner teeth before the others. This no doubt depends some
what on the circumstance, that the teeth displaced were earlier
through the gums than the middle or the lateral incisors. Besides
this change of the iucisors, the permanent tushes, as has been
just remarked, also supplant the temporary. These peculiarities
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are depicte(1 in the annexed engraving (fig. 50), which represents
the front part of the lower jaw at nine months of age.

The permanent incisol's in this illust.ration arc marl{ed P. I., mul
the permanent tushes P. '1'. It wj]] also he seen that the temporary
incisors arc short when compared with tbe figures representing other
ages. This diminished length has been before alluded to. I t has

FI~. 50.-

been gOll1g on since these tecth at six months of the pig's
age had nearly acquired their full length, and it assists the
inquirer in his researches into the age of the animal. I may add
that, in pigs "hard kept," it often happens that by the time
they arc ten months old, the lower incisor teeth are so worn
away, that on a slight inspection of the front part of the month,
the animals seem to be nearly toothless. One of the most
remarkable instances of this kind was brought to my notice
wben examining the pigs belonging to Mr. Stewart Mmjori
banks, of Bushy Grove, "Vatford. The subject was a young
boar, aged ten months, which he had bought to cross with his
stock, and which we judged to have 'heen kept on coarse food,
or to have been turned into the fields to seek his own living.
Notwithstanding this state of the mouth, the animal was in fair
condition, and showed no incapability in collecting the food on
which he was then living.

With. regard to the cutting of the permanent tushes, which
as we have seen takes place at about nine months, it may be here

,. Fig. 50 repl'esents the cntting at nine months of age of the corner incisors a.nd
the permanent tushes. P. 1. incisors j P. T. tllsbcs.
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repeated that t"ese teeth are subject to morc variations in t"eir
development than either the incisors or the molars. Breed, sex,
character of food, system of management, castration, &c., all
exert morc or less influence over their size and form. In pigs
of "small breed," and especially when great care has been exer
cised to improve all their good and profitahlc points, and to
lessen the amount of their" offal," the tush is always small.
On the contrary, in our "large breeds," with long heads and
coarse fratnes, this tooth acquires considerable dimensions. In
the male of any breed it is larger than in the female. Castration
invariably restricts tlIe size of the tnsh, often rendering it even
smaller in the castrated pig at eighteen months than in the enth'e
male at twelve. These circumstances must always be remem
bered in QUI' examinations.

It is likewise to be noted, that the upper tush is always shorler
and broader than the lower. This tooth also, when fully «("ve
loped. takes a different position from the lower, passing outwards
from the jaw, with a gentle sweep in a backward direction. See
fig. 5G, page 115.

Besides the changes spoken of as marking nine months of the
pig's age, an addition is also made about this period to the num~

ber of the molars, by the cutting of the fifth tooth in position, or,
itS it is sometimes called, the second permanent molar. To
render the description more elear, I have added, as in the ox and
sheep, an engraving of a dissected jaw, showing the condition of
all the teeth-temporary and permanent-at ten months of age.
T"is is the more required, as at the ages above stated many pigs
are forwarded to our agricultural s"ows to compete for prizes.

The letters M. I., and L. 1., fig. 51, page 109, denote tbe middle
and lateral permanent incisors, which, being as yet uncut, are de
picted as imbedded in the jaw, and covered by their membranous
capsules. The corresponding temporary incisors are seen above
them. protruding from their soel;ets and shortened from the wear
to which they have been exposed. By the side of the lateral
incisor is seen the corner I,enllanent tooth c. J. Behind this ap
pears the permanent tush P. T., and between this and the molar
teeth, the p"emolar (P. M.). Beneath the three anterior molars,
which are temporary, are seen the permanent molars 1, 2, 3,
contained in their capsules. The numerals 4 and 5 also repre
sent the corresponding permanent molars-the latter of these is
just cutting the gUln ; a fact which mat~rjalJy assists us in arriv-
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ing at a cor;'ect opinion of thc animal's agc. Behind the fifth
molar, the sixth or last (6, fig. 51), is seen, I)cing, likc the three
anterior permanent molars, covered hy its capsule and also
deeply imbedded in the jaw.

Fig. 51.*

To pass to twelve months.
change which takes place is

At this date the most important
the fall of the middle temporary

.. Fig. 51. One half of the lower jaw of a pig ten months old dissected to show
the condition of the temporary and permanent teeth at that age'. For the descrip
tion see page 109.
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Fig. :}2.•

M.1.

incisors and the occupancy of their site by thc pcrmancnt tccth.
Thc tushcs also arc now well grown (see fig. 52). The per
manent incisors, M, " differ less from the temporary than per
haps might be cxpccted. An attentive examination, however,
will show that, as they arc recently put up, so they are of a
whitcr colour than the othcrs. They are also a littlc broadcr and
Batler in form. Thcir chief dilfcrence, howcver, consists in the
existcnce, on their upper or inncr surface, of a well-marked ridge
running parallel with thcir long axis, and bounded on either side
by a decpish hollow. In the l'ecently-cut incisor these hollows
unite at the apcx of thc tooth, giving a pointed extremity to the
ridge just described. It should be observed that these remarl,s
apply especially to thc teeth of the lower jaw.

If thc particulars above described are borne in mind, thc per
m'ment incisors cannot possibly be confounded with the tem
porary. Most of thcm arc rendered sufficiently apparent in the
annexed engra.ving to prevent such a mistake.

From the preccding remarks it is evident that a person,
instead of judging of the age of a pig from thc size of the tush
alone, must also consider the state of the incisor teeth, and par

,. Fig. 52 represents the front part of the lower jaw 3t one lear old.
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ticularly when he is examining an animal sai,l to he' a year old.
, Thc lower tushes are oftcn at this time fully three quarters of an

inch long; hnt by themselves, these tecth possess bardly any
value in determining tbe question of age. In comhination with
the incisors they are of value, and the condition of both incisors
and tushes must be taken together or not taken at all.

.. Fig. 53.-

.'
I

:<

\.••,

•

•

• FiO'. 53. Lower jaw ora pig fifteen months old, showing the incre.1sc<llenglb
of the tushes and incisors, and the putting up of the three nntcrior permanent
molars-l, 2. 3, i)1.
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From the corner permanent incisors being put up at nine
months, and the middle at twelve, the pig will now have but. two
tempomry incisors, tbe lateml, in either jaw.

Another important change also marks the completion of the
year, namely, the shedding of the deciduous molars and their
succession by the permanent. The two anterior teeth are gene
rally the first to fall, and they are presently followed by the third.

By the time the animal is fifteen months old these permanent
molars will have acquired nearly, if not quite, the level of the
others. Fig. 53 in the preceding page gives a side-view of the
lower jaw at this age. Jt will be ohserved that the teeth I am now
describing give evidence, from the sharpness of their points, of
having been recently cut They stand in front of the other
molars, and are indicated by the numerals 1, 2, 3.

The other changes which are effected between twelve anel
fifteen months, refer chiefly to the growth of the teeth. The
permanent incisors, occupying the front part of the lower jaw,
have now auained their full length. The tushes are gmwn to a
still greater extent, and are taking, as segments of a circle, a

Fig. M.~ •

•

.j • Fig. 54. Front yjew of the lower jaw at 18 months. L. I.: the lateral, pel'
mmlCllt, incisors are represented as being recently ent and not yet 011 n le"el with
the middle pair.
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gentle sweep upwards and backwards. Tbe corner teeth are
likewise large, and the lateral tempoTm·.'/ incisors are still in situ.

At eighteen montbs, or about this period, the dentition of the
pig may be said to be completed. This is effected by the cutting
of the lateral incisors and also of the last or si:tth molar. Fig. 54,
in the preceding page, represents, as before, tbe front part of the
lower jaw. The teeth just cut are marked L. J. It will be
noticed that having recently displaced the tempor~ry, tbcse in
cisors are not yet on a level with tbe middle pair. A short time
however will suffice to effect this, and usually by thc second year
of the pig's age they are not only level with the others, but
will give evidence in common with them of slight wear.

It may bere be remarked that the cutting of eitber pair of the
permanent incisors above or below is occasionally delayed from
an abnormal position of tbe temporary teeth, and which sometimes
depends on an unequal breadth of the two jaws. A specimen of
tbis kind is now before me, in wbich the putting up of the
middle incisors in the upper jaw bas driven the corresponding
temporary teeth of tbe lower jaw aside, effecting a distance of
more than an inch between tbem. Other causes besides the
foregoing will alter the bearing of the upper and lower teeth on
each other, and as such they will interfere with the regularity of
the process of teething.

Circumstances such as thes,;, now and then lead to a persistency
of one or'more of the incisors, giving to the animal an increased
number of these teeth, as has been shown to be the case occasion
ally in the ox. Sucb cases, however, cannot mislead if due
attention be given to tbe subject: they are so self-apparent as

.easily to be detected.
In the following page we have another engraving (fig. 55) re

lating to tbe eighteen-months-old pig. It gives a representation of
the sixth or last molar, and sbows also the condition of all tbe teeth
of the lower jaw when dentition is perfected. The sixth molar tooth
greatly exceeds the others in size, and cannot as snch be mistaken

. for any of them. I t is composed of three principal parts blended
together after the manner of the third temporary molar of the lower
jaw. Each portion separately rises to form two I'rincipal cusps
which in the cutti1l.9 tooth are beautifully intersected with depres
sions of varions deptbs, forming altogether a minute rockwork, as
it were, of enamel. This condition, bowever, of the crown bf the

I
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Fig. 55.--

5: Fig. 55. Lower jaw oran l8-mouths-old pig, showing that dentition is com
pleted i all the teeth being now permanent.
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tooth after it has penetrated the gum and hrought into use is soon
effaced by the daily attrition to whicb it is exposed. Its superior
size over the others is nevertheless its distinguishing and per
sistent feature, thus easily leading to its recognition. Fig. 3,
page 24, gives a representation. of the cap of enamelwbich crowns
this tooth just prior to its protrusion from its socket.

In fig. 55, also, some of t.he molars will be observed to already
give evidence of wear, particularly the fourth and fiftl;, arising
from their having come early into use. Tbc first named of these
teetb, it will be remembered, was cut when the animal was six
months old, and the second when about nine.

Between one year and a half, and a year and three quarters, the
permanent incisor teeth will reach their fullest development; and
from after this period their length, in the lower jaw in particular,
will begin to lessen. We are only enabled to judge of the age
of the female after this time by the amount of the wear which the
teeth as a whole have undergone, and by the general appearance
of the animal. In the perfect male, however, the tushes will not

. .~
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•

:Fig.56.
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as yet have acquired their greatest size, and these teeth will there
fore afford us some assistance in determining the animal IS age.

The length. to which the tnshes will grow, and the elegant
sweep in an upward and hackward direction which is taken hy
the lower one, and the outward and backward course of the upper,
are yery con-eetly represented in the engravi.ng, fig. 56, page 115.
The sketch was taken from a specimen forwarded by Mr. Robinson,
V.S., of Tamworth, to whose kindness I am likewise indebted for
other specimens which have materially assisted my investigations.

"Vith regard, bowever, to this full development of the tushes,
it must not be forgotten that their position, which is subject to
slight variation, will likewise influence the amount of their wear,
and consequently gil'e to them a somewhat stunted appearance,
earlier in some animals than in others.

Some hoars are very much addicted to the habit of champ
ing, which action of the jaws when the tushes are so placed as
to ruh against each other will quickly tend to reduce both the
length and size of t.hese teeth.

I will now, as with the ox and sheep, attempt to embody, in a
t.abular form, the chief facts of the dentition of the pig as they
are described in the foregoing pages. The variations in the
teething of pigs not being so llmnerous as in the ox or sheep, and
heing also confined within more restricted limits, I have heen
enabled to reduce the facts to one standard of comparison. The
following table, which for obvious reasons applies to only the
incisors and the tushes, gives the result we require.

DE~T[TlO~ OP TH.~ PIG.

-- At One ']\fonth. Three l\fonths. ~inc Months. Twelve Eighteen
Birth. }\lonths. j\lonLh".

----- ---- ------ ------ -----
~Incisors 4 4 4 .. .. ..

Fretal
lTllSks 4 4 4 .. .. . .

Temporary Incisors ..
1

4 central I 8 central & 8 central & 4 lateral ..
lateral lateral

Perman.ent Incisors I I 4 cornel' 8 central 12 central,.. , .. ..
I &corner lateral,

&corner

Permanent Tm;ks .. .. .. 4 (CllttiuO.) 4 4

-.8-t;;---'

--- ------

Total in both jaws 16 16 J6 16
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From numerous cases which might be selected in proof of
the value of these data, I shall take but two, and these are
choseu because they arc among the more recent ones whicb have
been submitted to my opinion.* A gentleman connected with
several of our agricultural societies being much interested in the
subject of the dentition of this animal, from various circumstances
which had occurred, sent me the jaws of two pigs which he bad
bred, having made a memorandum of the time of their birth
and also of when they were killed.

After examining the first jaw (which I have now before me)
I remarked that were my opinion asked on this case, as one in
dispute, I should state that the appearances indicated the animal
to be ahout nine months of age.

The other (also before me) was then examined, and the con
clusion arrived at was that the animal was a year old.

The statement given by the gentleman sending them was to
the following effect :-" No. 1. The jaw-hones of a male l)ig,
farrowed on the 30th of April, 18M!, killed on the 15th of
February, 1853: nine months and 15 days old.-No. 2. The
jaw-bones of a female pig, farrowed on the 22nd of December,
1852, killed on the 2nd of Jannary, 1854: one year and 11
days old." It will be seen that the opinion 1 had given, and
which was formed entirely on the state of the tecth, and withont,
therefore, that assistance which the growth and general appear
ance of a living animal affords, approached the exact age within
11 days in one case and 15 in the other.

In bringing this subject to a conclusion I will merely observe
tbat if in Oul" improved breeds of cattle, sheep, and pigs, den
tition be perfect!,d earlicr than is generally snpposed, we arc
nevertheless in a position, from the amount of information which
has been obtained at the annual shows of the Royal Agricnltural
Society in particular, to do justice in all cases of disputed age.
Tbat variations do exist and to somc extent in the teething of
animals is sufficiently excmplified by the general description
which has been herein given, as also by thc tables which have
been prepared for the elucidation of this subject. Still it is to
be hopcd that the conclusions arrived at, bcing, as before said,

• These cases are inserted here because they were mentioned in the lecture
given before the Royal Agricultural Society. The opinion of the Secretary was
asked with reference to the propriety of their being introduced on that occasion,
and he was of opinion tbat as matters of fact they should not be withheld.
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based on upw·ai"ds of two thousand cases of attested ages, further
experience will only tend to their confirmation. Much will be
gained if only a spirit of inquiry be awakened on this important

. suhject. In the mean time I feel justified in observing that, if
the facts which have heen adduced are steadily kept in view,
there can he little douht of an investigator aniving at a correct
conclusion with reference to the age of any of the animals of
which these pages treat; and thus one at least of the many noble
objects which the Royal Agricultural Society has laboured to
accomplish will be ohtained, in accordance with the principle
of its well-known motto-

" PRACTICE 'VI TIl SCIENCE."

,
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